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systems.
has two
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and Integration
Last summer I presented a talk at a meeting of European planetariums in Munich
about how we can integrate the Islamic community into our planetarium by explaining
the way the moon revolves around the
earth. It helps them to understand their own
events.
Popularizing astronomy generally ends
with teaching about endless horizons and
telling how unique but fragile our own planet is. These are important lessons for people
who think their own backyard is all there is.
The Europlanetarium of Genk (Belgium)
recently began programs to integrate the
Islamic population of Belgium. The opportunity is their celebration of Ramadan, a 30
day period of fasting which is related to
observations of the moon.
Ramadan begins whe.n a small crescent
moon is observed, after the new moon of the
second Islamic moon-month of the year
(which differs from the Gregorian calendar).
StrictI y it starts after the moon reaches an 8
degree angle after a new moon, around 16
hours after new moon. This point was agreed
upon by the Islamic community in 1974 at a
congress in Istanbul. The Arabic community
however, does not meet this agreement and
simply appeals to the first 'moon-observer'
to start the Ramadan. This often causes a
confused situation because Arabic people
often start earlier than, for instance, Turkish
people. Often the wrong late crescent moon
of the last quarter is spotted during the
morning to start Ramadan. Thirty days later
the same confusion occurs and many observatories and planetariums receive phone
calls about the latest moon positions.
Before Ramadan starts we in Genk gather a
few people together to discuss the upcoming
event. We invite the religious advisers of the
Turkish and Moroccan embassies together
with the local board of integration Because
the shows are bilingual, we first make translators familiar with typical astronomical
terms. They are the ones who get people to
the planetarium.
Since this is a question of integration we
invite everyone to join us during the several
shows we run. The show, however, is a classical show about the movements of the moon
and the beauty of the night sky during
Ramadan. It is not a religious program. We
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avoid talking about how people should
behave during this period. That is not our
job. We simply like to tell them how the
phases of the moon originate, as we try to
tell everyone.
By the end of the show typical Turkish or
Moroccan tea is often served, which gives
the planetarium an exotic touch.
The response is enormous and positive.
You should give it a try. It brings people to
your planetarium you would otherwise
never see, and it helps a community to be a
more lively one.
Johan Gijsenbergs, Director
Europlanetarium
Kattevennen 19
B-3600 Genk, Belgium

I'd like to encourage planetarians to explore computer networks, which are fast
becoming a popular way of transmitting
information to colleagues worldwide. You
can send text, graphics, and even computer
programs anywhere in the world. All you
need is a modem and a way to connect to a
network through a telephone line, plus some
kind of communications software.
There are several ways to connect with
colleagues. The Internet system is a
"network of networks" which can be
accessed by a number of means. If you are
associated with a college or
chances are you can easily be connected
with Internet simply by asking the computer department to open an account for you.
Different institutions have various systems
for doing this, so I can't give general instructions except to contact your local computer
folks.
Once you are linked up,
e-mail
(electronic mail) is very Simple. It
involves typing a "mail-to" command with
the e-mail address of whomever you wish to
communicate with. E-mail addresses usually
have the form aaaaa@bbbbb.ccccc.ddd The
"a" part is the user's login name, e.g. "1hsastro" is my login name. The lib" part is the
name of the access node (local host computer), e.g. "garnet" for University of California,
Berkeley. The "c" part usually has something
to do with the name of the institution, e.g.
"berkeley" for UC Berkeley. The lid" part has
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instance: J.sMITH@ABC.compuserve.com.
In addition to
able to send
specific individuals or groups of
can roam the network to get news. The
bilities are endless.
from Internet,
are hundreds of other bulletin boards.
of interestiruz

available from Internet. The
bulletin board is called Stalrg,lte:
mc>delm to: (214) 578-7618.

prE~Seln.taiticln on the tides in The Planetarian
(Dec. 1992). The
with prE!ces:sion.
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t

the most eager and determined students. But
of the eQ\.latilons
and
may be an
to teachers
and students alike.
So these criticisms are relatively minor.
'd' is labeled in
1, but the definition
of 'f' can only be got by inference.
Unfortunately, the commonest error in
astronomy-text figures is carried over into
Figures 6 and 7. The earth is in the wrong
place, not the focus of the ellipse as shown.
For the sake of clarity (p.ll, next to last
paragraph in the right-hand column) the
moon's orbit should be distinguished from
the 'the moon'. It is the former, not the latter,
that is tilted at 5 degrees to the ecUptic.
Finally, I believe there is a real opportunity
missed, as well as a challenge, by not extending the discussion of 'differential gravity' to

I think the concise
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include pre~essio:n.
dent can be J)el~wil(1Eg
from one cO]:D.ponjent
In~~olluthelon~ituilln~

prE~~iSion

derives from the
comof differential gravity?
of
The results on the relative
the moon compared with the sun are shown
to be the same in estimating the precession
from these bodies as from the tides. Texts do
not go after this point, and, alas, our astronomy colleagues do not appreciate this similarity.
Walter E. Mitchell,Jr.

Lars Broman will offer further thoughts on the
reasons for the tides in the June issue. -Ed.
The Planetarian
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The saga is the literature and
tells about the Nordic DeC)Dle-nOW
where
killed The sagas are
ten as true stories.
In
the
saga of the
we can
read about Eric the Red. He
killed a man in "'IA'rYAY~''<1 became
an outlaw, and fled with his fam~
to Iceland. But he killed
another man and became an
outlaw there too. He set out west
with his
to find new
land, and he did! He was the first
EUfO[>ean to visit Greenland He
named the
Greenland to entice
follow him.
settled at Brattalid, which
translates into lithe steep hills;" it was not far
from
is
The
were the first known
to use the
which was necessary to
a stable course when
crossed the oceans.
Their
route was between the 61st and
north on a due western course
62nd
from
to Greenland. We can read
instructions in one of the sagas.
their
In the saga LandnAmabok it says: "From
Hemam (near Bergen) in
you must
hold on to a due western course, and that
will take you to Hvarf in Greenland On your
way you will come so close to the Shetland
Islands that you can just see them in dear
weather. And you will sail so far from the
Faroe Islands that you will see half of the
hills in the water. And you will be so close to
Iceland that you will see whales and birds
from there.51

Viking Navigation
Navigation before the Vikings was coastal,
so how did the Vikings manage to keep their
straight course across this great distance?
One of the theories is that they used Icelandic feldspar to find the general direction You
can use it as a polarization filter to find the

from the set course. Another
is that the
knew the majlm~tic
have, but
nr{"\hl,glIl'1n because the deviation
the voyage.
What about the stars? Didn't
know about star n:;nJla!~hrw'l
North of the Arctic Circle there
tinuous t1!:l1'UIi{Th~
summer. And even at 62 a:e~n~es
there are very few
middle of the summer.
tion.

sand years ago.
When I look at the question "how
far south did they go?", I approach
this from three different angles.
1. Compare with the other adventurous
did Quite a few
Viking voyages, and the social pressure on
men in this new land The most h",n.....·..+.,'n+
the Viking captain
to us are:
2. What are the geographical descriptions
.. The whole winter went
without
Vol.
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from
in a comof today, divided into both compass
and 360 The
line
82 md 27fr
in the modem compass card b the line followed by the
hP::tMrl!l-(llal.

na~:.~-cara

5

8

•

temperatures below the freezing point,
and without snow.
4&
They found wild grain
• There was hardly no brown grass, even
in the middle of the winter.
• They found wild grapes.
One of Leifs men was originally from Germany. One day he was missing, and when
they found him again, his face was red, they
did not understand him when he talked, his
eyes were rolling, and he did funny things
with his face as he talked The explanation
was that he had found grapes, and he knew
from Germany how to make wine of them.
Leif named the land Vinland the Good.

Vol. 22, No.1, March 1993

sun's shadow at the
also marked
If the notch number 13A was removed deliberately.
hea11nll-<UaI. b correct within 5".

Astronomical Observations
The astronomical observation mentioned
in the Vinland saga is as follows. At skamda-

gr, the shortest day of the year, leU observed
the sun to be in Eyktarstad and DagmAlsstad
Eykt, or in modem Norwegian 0kt, means a
period of work. Eyktarstad means that Leif
had seen the sun in the direction on the
horizon where work was to finish in the
afternoon according to the tradition in
Norway. In modem language he observed
the sun above the horizon 60- west of south
at 4 o'clock in the afternoon Eykt at sea is
stin today 4 o'clock. The saga does not say set
in eyktarstad, so it b to be understood uhad
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cause of the
able
had such a fast journey back to Greenland
that it is specially mentioned in the
in the spring the
were made
ready, and they were back
the summer. These
made 6-8
under good conditions.
How did they find their way back from
New York? We have to
in mind that
most of their navigation was coastal
tion. It took place in the summer, and
ably around summer solstice. In the case
ocean naVigation, they sailed on a course
due west or due east along latitude 62 north.
To manage this,
did
8

course that is
a little too
much north
in the morning, this will
be corrected
in the afternoon by a
slightly
south bound
course-and
your average
direction
For anvendelse S9 bagsiden.
will be correct
The only
archeological evidence
for
this
Viking comCompass card with accessories which was sent
pass
was
with the yachtsmen competing In the two great
found
in
races Round Zealand and Round Fynen. They
Greenland
were made to be placed on top of a beer bottle,
by the archewhich should be held with two fingers near the
ologist C. L.
top.
Vebrek of Denmark. Later it was
interpreted by Captain S01ver and by
the star-the sun. Two simple but amazingly
S0ren Thirslund at the Nautical Museum at
accurate devices helped them with that The
Kronborg Castle and by professor Curt Rosfirst one was a "solskuggefj01"-a sun shadow
lund at the University of G0teborg. The
board This was a circular board with
a tip in the middle, and the board was
allowed to float in a bucket of water.
Concentric circles represented different dates. When the shadow of the tip
was observed around noon it was supposed to reach the circumference of
the right circle, and they knew they
were on the right latitude. Another
possibility was to move the tip in the
middle up and down according to different dates.

Viking compass that was found had different
hyperbolas or gnomon curves, and the north
direction is clearly marked with 16 small cuts
crossing a long line. If we count the
from north and to the
90· or
rlj".r'lii ........ the compass
into 32 directions was done
the Vikings, before
compass was in use in

Almar N(;ess: Hvor Iii Vinland,
Oslo 1954.
S. Thirsl und &: c. L.

The
og

KrcmbofR" 1992,

The Sun Compass
The other instrument was the real
amazing one: The sun compass. This
instrument draws on the fact that the
sun's shadow from the tip in the middle of a disk describes different hyperbolas at different times of the year.
When you have the hyperbola representing 62" and the four weeks
around summer solstice, you don't
have to know the time of the day in
order to find the general directions.
All you have to do is rotate the disk
until the shadow of the tip falls on
the hyperbola, and the general directions are given with an accuracy of a
few degrees. One of the in~~en.io\ls
things about navigating with this instrument is that if you should choose
the wrong gnomon curve and get a

8

06540-6.

The solskuggerfjel (sun shadow
mentioned in the
History of the Faroe Islands, was used for
latitude. It was a circular wooden board about 250 to 300 millimeters in diameter. In the center was a gnomon, the
height of which could be set to the time of the year. To
keep it level, the board was placed in a bowl of water. The
shadow of the noon sun was observed A circle on the
board gave the line the shadow should reach if the
was on the desired latitude. If the shadow was beyond the
line the ship was north of this latitude; if inside, the
was south of it
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Danish Maritime MtLSetnn, KrcmbofR"
Castle, 3000 Helsil1J~0f, DeI1lmal~k.
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John C. Young
Senior Planetarium Technician/Studio
Reuben H. Fleet
Balboa
San Diego, California
Fiber optics are seeing a dramatic increase
of use in the telecommunications industry
because of the many advantages they have
over traditional copper wires. Fiber optic
networks are better because they allow combining (or multiplexing) many signals onto
one fiber, to be separated at the other end.
They are much less prone to noise than wire
systems, and they are much lighter and
cheaper.

and several thousand are usually bundled
together inside a plastic jacket. They are terminated at the factory or by using heatshrink tubing and epoxy. The epoxy is polished after it hardens. Cheaper and not as
efficient, plastic fibers lose a large percentage
of their light. While the data sheets indicate
a maximum length of 3 meters (10 feet), I
have used fiber runs as long as 13 meters (40
feet). Plastic fibers cost 70 cents per foot for

Fiber optics are seeing a dramatic increase of use in the telecommunications industry because of the many advantages they have
over traditional copper wires.
Fiber optics are now being used in concert
in audio systems. The enormous "snake" that
might require a fork lift to roll out and that
carries dozens of audio lines from the stage
to the mixing console, can be replaced with
a single small roll. These systems typically
convert audio signals from analog to digital,
then multiplex the digital data onto the
fiber. On the other end, the process is
reversed and the digital signals are demultipIe xed and converted back into analog for
mixing and amplification. New installations
might want to consider optical audio distribution for multichannel sound systems.
Many CD players already come with optical
outputs to be connected to digital amplifiers
and someday perhaps, to digital speakers.
Computer networks frequently use fibers
because of the higher transmission rate
allowed by the high bandwidth fibers.

versus CODCler
Several different types of fibers are in use.
Plastic and glass fibers vary conSiderably in
price and performance. Glass fibers are used
for telecommunications because of their low
line loss and small size. Each fiber is amJfO Xlmately 0.05 millimeters (0.002 inches) across,

0.04 diameter fiber from Edmund Scientific
Co., while 0.02 diameter fiber costs 45 cents
per foot. I use the unjacketed fiber and spray

paint them as required. Since copper wire
cost about 2 cents per foot for 22 gauge 2
conductor, applications for fiber optic use
must be carefully considered Line fibers are
also available. These are fibers
and
bonded in parallel to form flexible

Vo!.
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nating sine wave patterns.
po:5lt10n of the fibers on the dome
illumination box a
of aUJll1H~U"')U;)
can be achieved

on the wheel
Gels can be
front of the fibers. The color can

for manual color cn':ln$~illJ~.
can also be controlled without din1IDing
light until it goes out (which . . AA''''u/~ ... ''
color ten[lPE~raltur'e)
mask in front of the fibers.

We needed many reference
dome to
the center and
Each fiber can be held in
double
foam tape. Cut the
em and
the center with a VUl" "'........
fiber into the
so that it ..
the width of the dome
hole to
master
slides, all shot at
time, insured that the pf()le<::tors
to the same slide set. We had
number shot at the same time so
not run out soon.
A ...... U.,.w

We illuminate the fibers with a 300 watt
ELH lamp approximately 30 cm distant. Use
a fan to remove heat and ducts to prevent
light from escaping from the box. One section should be wood or thick metal drilled
with holes of the correct size to hold the
fibers. The wheel is located directly above
the part holding the fibers. Recess the fibers
slightly to prevent a glow from reflected
light inside the box from
into the

Orbital position indicators.
graphics-all are made easier with
instead of grain of wheat lamps for

I

John Young is Fleet's senior technician.
His sound track engineering and special
effects have been delighting visitors for
over ten years.

line of holes for the fibers.
out
wheel exactly where the fibers line
plastic wheel can be covered
to block the
so as
fibers to bUnk when desired
This method was used here at
H. Fleet Space Theater to create an ani.maltion
the ;)llJlU;)VH.4CU

fibers. The fibers should be as short as possible.

A rotating wheel can have
tions to light the fibers in a sequence. Drill a
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seem to be well suited
of fire effects. The

legal Considerations for U.

s.

Planetarium Productions
Sharon K. Parker, Assistant Director
Buehler Planetarium
3501 SW Davie Rd.
Davie, Florida 33314
Abstract
Whether our planetariums are large or small'
inflatable or fixed, well-funded or strapped fo~
dollars, part of a museum or part of a government-funded educational institution, as planeta:ium professionals we need to be familiar
with the laws, policies, procedures, and practices
which govern the use of copyrighted audiovisual materials to meet our legal and ethical obligations, as well as to protect ourselves and our
employers from potential lawsuits.
O~r work requires that we use a variety of
audIOvisual materials including slides, videos,
music, graphics, artwork, photographs, models,
voices, sound effects, and related creative products to produce original programs and to augment packaged "show kits".
We acquire these materials from a variety of
sources including specialized commercial enterprises, professionals with whom we contract for
creative services, bona fide "publiC domain"
sources, and books and magazines. It is important to realize that many of these materials are
copyrighted, even if they are purchased from
commercial sources.
This paper reviews some of the federal
statutes which govern the use of copyrighted
materials in the United States, identifying areas
ofparticular concern to planetarians.It also surveys current practices for securing rights to use
copyrighted materials, identifies sources of legal
audiovisual materials, and provides suggestions
for legal alternatives to custom music, photography and art

Sharon has a degree in education from the
University of Nevada at Las Vegas. She
has worked at the Strasenburgh Planetarium in Rochester, at the Clark County
Community College Planetarium in Las
Vegas, at the Hopkins Planetarium in
Virginia, and at the Space Quest Planetarium in Indianapolis, Indiana. She is
the author of several planetarium programs that are distributed to space theaters worldwide.
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Whether our planetariums are large or
small, inflatable or fixed, well funded or
strapped for dollars, part of a museum or part
of a government funded educational institution, as planetarium professionals we need to
be familiar with the laws, policies, procedures, and practices which govern the use of
copyrighted audiovisual materials to meet
our legal and ethical obligations, as well as to
protect ourselves and our employers from
potential lawsuits.

form and display the work,
means a sequential prE!se]Cltatioln
dramatic work, a film or video,
means a static presentation of the
as a single slide,
or
Essentially, these few rights are smuclentlv
broad to cover all possible uses
works in planetarium pnxhlctjionls.

What
Just about all the possible types
media
that we might use in a
can be
copyrighted Specifically,
is limited to media properties which can fixed in
tangible form such as 1) books (fiction, nonfiction, poetry, etc.); 2) audiovisual productions (films, videos, TV programs, radio programs, etc.); 3) scripts of all kinds; 4) works of
art (photographs, paintings, illustrations,
sculptures, graphics, etc.); 5) dramatic works'
6) music, sound recordings, and
7)
choreographic works (dance) and pantomimes; and 8) computer software.
If you create such works in
normal

... as planetarium professionals we need to be familiar
laws, poliCies, procedures, and practices which govern the use
copyrighted audiovisual materials to meet our legal and
obligations ...
My purpose is not to provide an exhaustive overview of U. S. copyright laws, but
merely to provide some information on
copyright related matters that I hope will be
of broad interest Now, for a few disclaimers:
Al though every effort has been made to
insure the accuracy of the following information, I make no claims as to its reliability
or completeness. Also, I am not a lawyer. The
following information should not be construed as being legal counsel. I recommend
that you consult a qualified copyright attorney before undertaking any action as a result
of reading this paper.

What is a Copyright?
Basically, a copyright is a series of rights
granted to creators of artistic, literary, musical, dramatic, and audiovisual works. It is the
complete right to own and control an uses of
the work for the period of the artist's lifetime
plus 50 years. Some states now allow copyrights to include "moral rights"; i.e., the right
of artists to control the way that their work
is adapted, used or modified. This right has
already been established in many European
countries. Specifically, copyrights give creators of a work the rights to 1) copy & distribute copies of the work; 2) create derivative works based on the original work; 3) per-
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course of your employment,
wish
to retain the copyright to these
or if
you have employees who create
works
for you, you may wish to establish in writing
who the copyright holder of these works
will be before the works are created

Cannot
1) Ideas cannot be
because
they are not fixed in a tangible medium. It is
the form in which the idea is eX1Jresse,d.
the idea itself, that is rnT'H'"''''
Materials produced by the u.s. gmrenunent
cannot be copyrighted This includes NASA
materials, park service materials, and materials developed by various
agencies and departments. 3) Inventions and
commercial processes cannot be copyrighted, but can be patented. 4) Titles of products
or services cannot be copyrighted, but can be
trademarked, service marked, or reg:ist~ereld.

How
you Know if
Copyrighted?

,n'nR.!!5lit'hii ... "",

is

Copyright laws have
several
times in the past 100 years. As a result, it is
not often easy to know whether work is
copyrighted or not Basically, works created
since 1909 will fall under one of three differ-
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ent copyright laws:
Copyright Act of 1909: Under this act,
copyright began the day the work was published and continued for 28 years. At the end
of this period, the copyright could be
renewed for an additional 28 years. If the
copyright was not renewed, then the work
fell into the public domain.
Copyright Act of 1979: Under this act,
copyright extends for the life of the author
plus 50 years. For anonymous works, the
term is 75 years from the date of first publication (the date the work was first distributed to the public). For specifics see Public Law
#94-553, Title 1,101-118, Oct 19,1976.
The Berne Convention: The Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and
Artistic Works is an international treaty
which the U.s. entered into on March 1,1989.
Essentially, aU signatories to this treaty (over
80 countries so far) agree to afford a specific
level of copyright protection to all creative
works regardless of their country of origin.
According to the 1989 Berne Convention of
international copyright law, the act of creating a work establishes a copyright. Authors
do not have to register their creative works
with the copyright office to hold a copyright, nor do they have to affix the copyright logo to their work in order for their
copyright to be legally valid. However, in

right law, you are still subject to legal actions
which might include one or more of the following. 1) You may receive an injunction or
restraining orderi Le.; get your wrists slapped
and be told to immediately stop using the
material in question. 2) You may be subject

Penalties

Copyright

There are no fixed penalties for copyright
infringement. The penalties imposed will be
determined by a wide range of variables.
Even if you unintentionally violate a copy-
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al rates on the later, but
sive (about $75 -$130
slide
ond for video). Watch out for cOlmnl1eI'ciailly
available slide sets and video

No other aspect of copyright law seems to
that of the "fair use" of copyrighted
to a court order impounding the materials
that are the subject of the lawsuit or
demanding that they be destroyed. This
could wreak havoc on a production depending on the materials in question and result in
significant financial loss (regardless of any
fines that might be imposed). 3) You may be
asked to pay a "reasonable" sum for the continued use of the materials. And, since you
are already using the materials, you are not
exactly in a position to negotiate the best
price. 4) You might get taken to court and be
ordered to turn over all profits resulting
from the use of the materials as well as be
asked to turn over or stop using the materials
in question. 5) You could be taken to court
and be asked to pay punitive
of
between $250 to $10,000 plus attorney's fees.
6) You might be subject to criminal penalties

Even if you unintentionally violate a copyright law, you are still subject to legal actions ...
order to bring suit for copyright violations, a
work must be registered with the copyright
office.
As you may have noticed, the "flexibility"
of the Berne Convention makes it possible to
violate copyright laws without even knowing that you are doing so. A violation is any
infringement on the rights granted to the
copyright holder. You can be sued for copyright violation even if the infringement
wasn't conscious. The copyright holder only
needs to prove that an infringement
occurred. (The burden of proof rests with
him). Therefore, it is always wise to get written permission to use all copyrighted materials in your productions. If you do not know
with certainty whether a particular item is
copyrighted or not, you use it at your own
risk!

show

your phlnG~ta,rhlm
own and that
non-union
or other creative works.
fII
Use materials that
rll""""''''H''T from the oIf"llo·n'lll'1l"JJ.orhl'i" n.OUler
(usually at little or not cost). These materiials
come from various national ",1'\'0.01"'''''_
tories; friends who own cameras
travelers; volunteers who donate
vices (and
their ".r.·"""~'",lhh,,

if you knowingly remove a copyright notice
from a work OR willfully and for purposes of

commercial gain, violate the
sound recording or motion picture.

of a

to Avoid
ment Penalties
You can avoid copyright mlnrlgem(~nt
penalties in a variety of ways.
It
Be lucky, don't
ca'u$lht. This is
not recommended.
CI
Conduct

resources (audio or visual). Unfortunately, this is not only time consuming and
costly, but it does not provide a sure guarantee that the materials are copyright free.
CI
Use
materials that you
~U"'jr111111111'P from sources that you know
and can prove are copyright hasslefree. This would include commercially
available materials that you can be licensed
to use such as buy-out music
needle-drop or pay-per-use music libraries, commercial music (usage is licensed through
ASCAP, BMI, SESAC and record companies),
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credit.

doctrine.
the criteria amJUc:alJ.le
be free to

work by
"fair use" then you do so
at your own risk. If you use copyrighted
materials without permission, you could
find yourself in a courtroom defending your
claim of "fair use".
The law which details fair use (Public Law
#94-553, Title I, 101, 10/19/76, 90 Stat. 1246)
reads as follows: "Notwithstanding the provisions of section 106, the fair use of a copywork, including such use by reproduction in copies or phonorecords or by any
other means specified
that section, for
such purposes as criticism, comment, news
reporting, ...........
on.Cl\Wln,g
copies for classroom use), scholarship, or
research, is not an infringement of copyright. In
whether the use made
of a work in any particular case is fair use,
the factors to be considered shall be as follows-I) the purpose and character of the use,
lll(:1U(lm.g whether such use is of a commercial nature or for
educational purposes; 2) the nature of the copyrighted work;
3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted
work as a whole; and 4) the effect of the use
upon the potential market for or value of
the copyrighted work."
III
Use
domain materials. This
would include materials
the
government (NASA, National Archives, park
service slides, etc.), and materials that you
know are public domain. How do you know
what is in the public domain and what is
not? Because of
in copyright law, it
isn't always easy to ten, but here are some
gui,deJlin'~s you can use:
1) Works
before 1/1/78 with the
rru"\Ul";CYi",i- owner's consent, but without a
rAl"\uw'iCYt,t notice, are in the public domain.
2) Works
after 1/1/78, that do
not bear a
notice may be in the
public domain since the copyright owner
has five years to correct the error and claim
rru"\uv';rrt,t before the work falls into the publicdomain.
3) Works copyrighted more than 75 years
U . l U ....

continued from page 9)
arrange the fibers into a flame shape with the
colors in the same orientation. A piece of
dome material works well to hold the fibers
in
while
your fire. Place a
piece of frosted acetate (reflective side away
from screen) between the dome skin and the
fiber ends to diffuse the light.

Fiber

12

can conduct laser

ago are public domain unless the work was
modified and
with an upaalte<1
copyright notice.
4) Works
less than 75 years
ago, but before 1950 are probably not in the
public domain unless the copyright
before 1978 and it was not renewed
5) Works copyrighted in or after 1950 are
not in the
domain unless the copyright was legally abandoned
the copyright holder. Note: materials that are considered to be in the
domain in the
United States may not be in the
domain of other countries (and visa-versa)
since each country has its own laws about
the length and scope of
laws.
Before
any "international" materials,
check to see if the material is still cOI)vr.iQ:hted in its country of origin.

it
Protect yourself (and the rAlnU"1lTt,ter) getting aU your agreements in
Whether you are
available materials that are copyrighted,
licensed by copyright holders to use
their materials, or whether you contract
custom A/V materials, always make sure that
you have a contract and that your arrangements include the rights you need to use the
work in your
These
include: the
to
or display the work in publiCi the right to
cate the work; the
to
and/or rearrange the work or any derivative works
based on the
work; and in the case of
commercial music you
need to
ask for
and
master rec:onlin.,g

as noncoherent light.
fiber conduits route the laser light from the pf(>jec:tor
to the remotely located scanner or wheel.
These fiber
and a
at the dalna~~ed
toward the laser projector.
out
should be treated with as much care as any
laser beam.
Orbital
variable stars,
planets, mock computer grilPJ11CS-au
made easier with fiber

as well
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f
Lost PI iad
Eileen M. Starr
Valley City State University
Valley City, North Dakota 58072

which one has
For eX;;lm]:>le,
Bunjellung tribe of New South
Australia, believe the Pleiades were
one was kidlnappE~d
ters, but an
by a young member of their tribe U'UUIJLJI.
Hindu myth, found in the l".U;UHI,uu.a.l.'~La,
which was
about 500
that the Pleiades were the Krittika

of the members. There appears to be a lost
ing Pleiad with Alcor.
The Pleiades, a galactic star cluster conPleiad
Several native American groups mt~ntilon
taining between 250 and 500 stars, is located
the missing Pleiad The Iroquois of New
about 400 light years away in the direction
of Taurus the Bull. The name is said to be
said that
there were seven
Which is Missing?
derived from the Greek word meaning lito
ers
but
one
had
fallen
back to
Let's look at the mythology of the cultures
sail" because their helical rising signified the
that seem to indicate this. Can we determine
start of seasonal navigation in the Mediterwhich Pleiad is missing? According to Krupp,
ranean. Alternatively, the word may be
the classical writers give us a number of
derived from the Greek word
meaning "full" or "many"
What I find interesting is the number of cultures whose
(Burnham).
the heavens, but,
Under different conditions
myths refer to an original seven stars which becomes the couple
20 stars of the cluster might
reduced to six when something apparently happens to one of together in the shadows
be seen, but it is impossible to
in the back of the
the members. There appears to be a lost Pleiad.
make out this many in practhey are not
(Krupp).
tice because the stars appear
in close proximity to each other. The nine
Perce
of
Idaho see the Pleiades
The
Nez
options. For example, some writers believed
brightest stars are all B-type giants concenseven
sisters,
each
with a different
that missing Pleiad was the star Electra.
trated in an area about seven light years in
Each
one
believed
that
love was the
Hyginus, in Poetica Astronomica, wrote that
diameter (Burnham). Eta Tauri or Alcyone, is
thing
within
herself.
Each
one loved
Electra moved to the region of the Great
the brightest of the group as seen from earth.
in
nature
and
her
love
Bear, and Aratus (271-213 BC) mentioned that
See Table 1.
Electra may be seen as the
The number of stars visualized by past
star Alcor near Mizar in the
and present cultures varies. The Quiche
handle of the Big Dipper.
Tablel:
Maya reported from ten to sixteen stars.
Others said Electra veiled her
According to Krupp, Maestlin, the tutor of face in grief at the burning of
Magnitude
Rank
Name
Star
Kepler in the sixteenth-century, perceived 14
Troy which was founded by
stars, and mapped eleven stars in 1579, some
her son, Dardanus.
2.86
1.
25 Tauri
30 years before the invention of the telePossibly the missing Pleiad
2.
3.62
Atlas
27 Tauri
scope. Hipparchus of Alexandria, in 130 BC,
is Merope. The PseudoElectra
3.70
3.
17
Tauri
recorded seven stars under good conditions.
Eratosthenes, the author of
Maia
4.
3.86
20 Tauri
People on all continents have stories
Katasterismoi, wrote that
4.17
5.
23 Tauri
about the Pleiades. Some stories involve six
Merope, the sister who mar4.29
6.
19
Tauri
stars (see Table 2). Others have stories about
ried the mortal Sisyphus, hid
5.09 (Variable)
7.
Pleione
Tauri
28
the seven stars (see Table 3), and a few culher head in shame because
5.44
Celaeno
8.
16
Tauri
tures, probably with extremely good visibilishe was the only sister not to
5.64,6.41
9.
21+22
ty, report eight or more stars (see Table 4).
marry a god. Hyginus, the
Many stories do not refer to a specific numRoman poet in Fabulae,
ber of stars at all (see Table 5).
explained that Merope disapWhat I find interesting is the number of
peared from the Pleiades
cultures whose myths refer to an original
because they believed it was wrong
when she was turned into a comet, and her
seven stars which becomes reduced to six
about
themselves. The next to the VOllln{l'est
hair trailed behind her as she was driven in
when something apparently happens to one
sister
was
called
shame from her sisters (Krupp).
who
loved
a man from the
and
Another candidate for the missing Pleiad
kept on loving him even after his death. She
is
Celaeno.
Theon
the
Younger
of
AlexanEileen Starr, Ph.D., a long-time plane tartold her sisters of her
and
dria, in the fourth century A.D, said that she
ian, is Assistant Professor of Science and
at
her
for
loving
a
mortal
and for
disappeared when she was struck by a thunGeography, and Planetarium Director
sad
after
his
death.
She
knew
her sisters
derbolt (Burnham).
at Valley City State University.
ashamed of her because of her sadness,
Although the story of the missing Pleiad is
and c'"" ... n
took the veil from off the
worldwide, most cultures do not indicate
A

"
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Table 2: Cultures Which Saw Six Stars in the Pleiades
Culture

Name

Eurasia
China (Tang Dynasty)
Ainu aborigines (Japan)
Japan

Suburu (3)

Hervey Island (Polynesian)

Tauono

Six stars (3)
Six idle girls (3)

Americas
Yurok Indians (California)
Tachi Yokuts (California)
her face with it which hid her face from the
world below. Thus only six stars are now
seen (Starr, Krupp).

A
What do these myths have in common?
In the Classic and Nez Perce myths it is
stated that the lost Pleiad slowly faded
from view. The Nez Perce story also
seems to suggest that the second dimmest
star was the one to show the change.
Telescopic photographs of the Pleiades
show that the cluster is enveloped in diffuse nebulosity which shines by reflected
light. The largest portion of the nebulosity surrounds the star Merope. One explanation is that an increase in the amount
of dust in the line of sight between the
missing Pleiad and earth might have
caused the star to slowly fade from view.
This explanation is consistent with the
mythology of "a veil moving across the
face."
The Classical writers Aratus and
Hyginus, plus the Hindu and Tatar
Pleiades' myths, also involve the Big
Dipper, specifically the star Akor. The
mythology, suggests that Akor, now a
fourth magnitude star, increased in
apparent magnitude before 500 BC when
the Hindu myth was written. We might
suppose that, as Akor became brighter,
one of the Pleiades became dimmer.
According to Burnham, the most likely
candidate for the Missing Pleiad is
Pleione, also known as 28 Tauri, which
has a peculiar shell spectrum and is
known to vary in brightness by at least
half a magnitude. Its magnitude is listed
as 5.09, just on the edge of visibility.
Spectroscopic analysis appears to show
turbulence in the atmosphere of this star,
with sporadic ejections into space of
gaseous shells. This was seen in 1888 as
bright hydrogen spectral lines which had
vanished by 1903. A decrease in brightness of about a half magnitude"was noted
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(Source in Boldface)

The Six - a star that broke into six pieces (1,2)
Six women who live upriver (3)
Five girls and their husband (3)
between 1937 and 1939 just after a period of
shell activity began.
Another explanation might be that, in the
past, two stars in the cluster appeared as one
until they or the earth changed position. The
stars Atlas (27 Tauri) and Pleione (28 Tauri)
on the eastern edge of the cluster are 5 arc-

times these two stars were seen '~'~'Y7;rI.·,~nT'
but because of the relative motion oet:WE~en
the earth and the star duster,
now appear as one?
Lastly,
one star have '""u ....... ,''''"'-''u ....
stellar evolution? The Pleiades are
ly young (50 million years old)
the massive, briJ~ht.est cmTIOIQnents
evol ve more
than the
Sandage conduded that the Pleiades
brighter members which have our,h",ri
fainter white dwarfs (Burnham).

I believe that the astronomical

the Pleiades do reflect
in the star cluster. I conclude
there was a
and that
dimmer either because of the nelJullosit:v

... '-'cu..........

Table 3: Cultures Which Saw Seven Stars in the Pleiades
Culture
Eurasia
Greek

Sicilian
Hebrew
Anglo-Saxon
Dutch
Spanish
Romanian
Altaic Tatar

Author (Au)1
Pleiades Name
Aratus (au)
Manilius (au)
Valerius Flaccus (au)
Seneca (au)
Sette Palommielle
Kimah
Amos, (Ch. V, Verse 8),
Sifunsterri
las Siete Cabrillas

Seven half-sisters of the
Narrow
Trail of Female
Rounded Asterism 0)
Globus Pleiadum (1)
(1)

or Dovelets (2)
(3)

Baker's wife and six da'l~dlte:rs
The Seven Little
Hen and Six chicks (3)
Metshin the
Insect

Middle East
Mesopotamia
Phoenician

Sevenfold One or Star (3)
Seven Stars (5)

Pacific
Dyaks (Borneo)
BunjeBung/Euahlayi (NSW, Australia)
Maori (New Zealand)

Mother hen and six chicks (2)
Seven sisters (3)
Seven left eyes of seven Maori Chiefs

Americas
Iroquois (New York)
Onondaga (New York)
unlonaas~a Youth or Dancers
Wyandot (Ontario)
Ma14Jens (3)
Cherokee (N. Carolina + Okla) Unadatsugi/Antisutsa
(2)
Blackfeet
Seven Ma-tie warriors (2)
Kiowa (Wyoming)
Seven Indian maidens I-/W.;)U\;:U
bears 0)
Nez Perce (Idaho)
Seven Sister Stars (4)
Shasta (Oregon)
Coon's Children (2)
Maya
Two brothers and their
Handful or
(3)
Aymara (Andes)
Seven brothers (3)
Ge (eastern Brazil)
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rounding one star changed in intensity I or
that a star underwent physical changes
which diminished the absolute magnitude
of the star. This change in magnitude
occurred before 500 BC, and possibly as early
as 1193 BC, the time of the fall of Troy, and
coincided with the brightening of the star
Alcor in Ursa Major.

Table 4: Cultures Which Saw Eight or More Stars in the Pleiades
Culture

Pleiades Name

Padfic
Australian Aborigines (Arnhem Land)

13 women in a grass shelter in their camp

Americas

Barasana (Columbia)
Quiche Maya

Star Thing: 8 stars (3)
Number vary from ten to sixteen (3)

Table S: Cultures in Which the Number ofStars in the Pldade.s Is not Given
Culture

Pleiades Name

Interpretation (Source in Boldface)

Eurasia
Arabic

Al Najm/Al Thurayya

The Star/The Many Little Ones (2)
Full or Many, or a Herd of Camels
General of Celestial Armies (~ 2)
The Constellation (2)
Monkey (2)
Hete-wane (2)
Sieve or net (3)
Air Hole (2)
The Sitting Hen or Baba, The Old Wife (2)
Eve Hen
Fur in Frost
Dogs Baiting a Bear (2)
Old Wife (2)
Mosquito Net (2)
The Pullets (2)
Close Pack
Baker's Peel or Shovel/Ladle (2)

Krittika
Hindu
Chinese
Mao
Mongols
Mechit
Hungarian
Fiastik/Heteveny
Finns/Lithuanians/Estonians/Letts
Serbian
YakutlUrgel
Russian
Nasedha
Danes
Aften Hoehne
Swedish
Suttjenes Rauko
Norwegian
Killukturset
Polish
Baby
French
Cousiniere
Pulsiniere
Italian
Ytwrtewdws
Welsh
Crannarain/Grigirean
Gaelic
Middle East
Mesopotamia
Mul
Kimmatu or Kimtu
Assyro-Babylonian
Kima
Syrian

1. Burnham, R., Jr. 1978. l$U;rnfllarnrs
Celestial Handbook. New

Dover Publications, Inc.

ro

ro

ro

ro

Star (3)
Family Group (2)
Cluster or Group (2)

Press, Inc.
3.

E. C. 1991.

4. Starr, E. M. 1984. Humanities
the Stars.
Humanities
5. Starr, E. M. 1990. "Sub-Saharan

African Astronomical

Astronomical
Planetarian, 21(2),14-19.

Africa

Egyptian
Kenya (Nandi)
Amazulu (Bantu)
Bechuanas (Bantu)
Khoikhoi (Bantu)
Hottentots
South Africa
Padfic
Solomon Islands
Hawaii
Tonga/Society Islands

Athur-ai
Koremerik (5)
Isilimela
Selemila
Khunusiti
Khunusiti

The Stars of Athyr or Hathor (1)

Togo Ni Samu
Makalii 7
Matarii

Company of Maidens U)

Kill ukturset

The Dog Pack, or The Dogs Attacking
the Bear
Bear (2)
Rattles of the Rattlesnake (4)
Rainmaking Rival of Arcturus (3)
Storehouse (3)
MounUng-in-the-South, Holders-Together (6)
Grandfather
Woman Shaman (6)
Swarm of Wasps (6)
Handful or Group (3)

The digging-for (stars) (5)
Cultivator (5)
Wives of Aldebaran (5)
Old Wives (2)
Hoeing-stars

ro

Little Eyes

ro, or Pleiades Above (2)

Americas

Greenland

Eskimo (Smith Sound) Nanuq
Maya
Guajiiro (N. Columbia) Iiwa
Quechua (Peru)
CoHca
Chaco (Paraguay)
Aksak
Abipones (Paraguay) Groaperikie
Barasana (S. America) Romi Kumu
Cubeo (South America)
Aymara (Andes)
Andes (Cuzco region) Qolqa (4)
Puelcho (Patagonia)
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was Ori~riruWv (Jresentect
the IPS conference in Utah in 1992.

"Where in the World are
We Going, Eloise 11"
James A. Horn
Morehead Planetarium
CB #3480, Morehead Bldg.
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599
Chanc;e - A PLay

In

Two PaRTs

Pain 1
HERBERT: Where in the world are we going,
Eloise?
ELOISE: You know perfectly well where
we're going, Herbert, we're going to
Aunt Edna's house.
HERBERT: This isn't the way to Aunt Edna's
house .... You missed the tum back at
Mayberg's store.
ELOISE: We're going a different way.
HERBERT: A different way? What's wrong
with the old way ... and besides, you'll
get us lost.
ELOISE: No, I won't. I come this way all the
time when you're not with me. I like the
scenery much better.
HERBERT: It's a waste of time ... it'll take
more gas ... and I don't need a change
of scenery. I like the old way just fine. I
can't understand why you always have
to do it differently ....
ELOISE: Herbert, Herbert, Herbert. Relax,
the change will do you good.
Change! Why would we want to? After all,
it's so comfortable to stay the same. It requires no creative thought, no gamble, no
compromise. This has certainly been the philosophy of our own facility. Morehead Planetarium has changed little in 43 years. In
addition, there has been no pressure to
change, particularl y if this change would
require money. Is this good, however, or is it,
quite the contrary, a formula for an eventual
slide from success? I really didn't know the
answers to these questions, but I wanted to
find out
I've had the feeling for years that, after the
theater refurbishment of the early 1980's at
Morehead Planetarium, our relative stability
was masking what could be a significant
long term problem. We are, by any measure,
a successful institution. Our attendance has
been stable for 43 years. We have attracted
attendance from 75,000 to 100,000 a year
and have a decade average very close to
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1,000,000 people for four consecutive
decades. Our attendance in the last five years
has been around 130,000, with this year
exceeding the comet year. But the model for
facilities has been changing, and our standalone planetarium in this beautiful old facility no longer fits the model of many emerging facilities. People seem to want diversity
in their facilities and they're getting it. Does
this mean that our future will be bleak? I

An amazing number, however, have
changed their physical plant. 72%
pleted or are under construction
additions or expansions. The most popular
and successful expansion is
Imax,
OmniMax. The second most
is to expand exhibit areas and
exhibit philosophy. Of the facilities surveyed
that had not completed a
90% had
at least considered the ~""",,,,,",,,"~ ... 'n,,a
I asked who the
decision makers
were. They were museum
and
boards of directors! Now this may
only
natural to some of you, but to
employee of a university nl ""nCll,,, ... illYn
new and enlightening information.
to expand from your parent or~~anlzanon:
Unheard of in our setting!
I asked where the money came from to
accomplish these changes. Most of the
money was raised from
funds, corporations, and donations; only about 20% of
the money from the combined facilities surveyed came from public funds such as city,

[Jive felt that] our relative stability was masking what could
significant long term problem [so I conducted a survey]
the directors of museums and planetariums how they view
wanted to know by asking you how you
viewed change.
I created a non-scientific survey which
was conducted by phone and asked the
directors of museums and planetariums how
they view change. Don't you just hate surveys? I sure do! I chose for a model facilities
that should at least have considered
They are 20 years old or older, they conduct
public planetarium shows, and demonstrate
a public outreach primary mission. I did
eliminate facilities from this survey that
served a school/district, college, or university
as their primary objective. I tried to choose a
cross-section of facilities from large cities and
smaller areas and with a variety of dome
sizes in their planetariums. I was not looking
at the planetariums alone, however, but
wanted information on the facility at large,
be it museum, science center or whatever. It
is, after all, the success of the greater facility
that often determines the success of the
planetarium within.
I asked if the facility had fundamentally
changed by a definition of change that
attempted to determine the growth of the
physical facility. I ended up having to convince some of those surveyed that the
changes they perceived were not the
changes I was looking for. I didn't want to
look at programming or equipment changes
within existing facilities, but physical additions to the facility itself.
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state, or bond funds. A small percentage even
came from loans from banks or
I asked how the person
the
in attendance,
m{!et].Ilf,! educational and operaUOJnal

regretted any substantive
I asked if the person
cmm2:€S made were essential to
or success of the
who had not made cn;an$~es,
was crucial to survival; 95% to the success of
the facility.
I asked them to define success in terms of
attendance growth.
by
5% per year, or
by 10% per year or
greater were the three choices
70%
liked the mid-line 5%
10% liked the
rapid growth, and 20% liked su:5tainiill£
attendance at present levels. No
that
had undergone a fundamental
was
included in the 20% that believed that success was to sustain present attendance.
I asked what were the
obstacles
that had to be overcome to
the
in a
change made or that were
was, of
the
change to come.
first choice, but there were some very interesting other answers, my favorite
which
was "our own momentum," a response that
might be worth careful consideration
many of us.
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QUESTIONNAIRE,

RESPONSES

1) Have you fundamentally changed your operating philosophy
in the history of your facility based on the following definition of
"fundamental change"?

MENT GROUPS OF NEED FOR EXPANSION

9a) Has this
resulted in the need for more of less
financial support for your organization?
RESULT: 63% INDICATED MORE SUPPORT NECESSARY
ER FACILITY, MORE SUPPORT Will BE NEEDED); 27%
ED LESS SUPPORT (All OF THESE WERE LARGE FORMAT
EXPANSIONS DONE TO RAISE REVENUE) 9% INDICATED
SUPPORT NEEDED WERE TYPICAllY SMALL EXHIBIT
EXPANSIONS)

JU'I.L, .......c-.. ..

A fundamental change would allow an attendee to
your facility to have
new options or opportunities
for learning. (Refurbishing or adding new equipment to
an existing theater or changing exhibits in an existing
gallery would not qualify. Adding a new exhibit gallery to
what had been a theater only, adding a new film theater,
creating a relationship with the art museum across the
street to allow joint admission pricing and cooperative
programming would qualify as changes.)
RESULT: 72% HAVE COMPLETED OR Will COMPLETE MAJOR
EXPANSIONS WITHIN THE NEXT YEAR.

2a) If the answer to question 1 is "yes," what has the change
been and when?
RESULT: 30% HAVE ADDED lMAX/OMNIMAX THEATERS; 55%
HAVE ADDED NEW EXHIBIT GALLERIES OR ENTIRELY NEW
MUSEUMS; 15% OTHER ADDmONS

3a) How was the decision to undertake such a
upon and who were the primary decision makers?

RESULT: 88% PRIVATE, NON-PROm
12% CITY, COUNTY OR STATE GOVERNMENT

11 a) Did your parent organization suggest this
this change, tolerate this
RESULT: 40% SUGGESTED CHANGE; 50% SUPPORTED ........
10% TOl.ERATED CHANGE

12a) How do you

.OJ.... ,"", .... ,

feel about the future of your

RESULT: RESPONSES INCLUDED: UPBEAT, STRESSFUL,
MISTIC, EXTREMEI..Y UPBEAT, EXCITED, AND CAUTIOUSLY
OPTIMISTIC

arrived

RESULT: THE PRIMARY DECISION MAKERS FOR CHANGE WERE
MUSEUM DIRECTORS AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES.

4a) How was the funding for such a

10a) Who is your parent organization

accomplished?

RESULT: 60% WERE FUNDED FROM ENTIRELY PRIVATE FUNDS;
20% WERE FUNDED FROM A COMBINATIONS OF PUBUC AND
PRIVATE, WITH PUBUC BEING THE LARGEST PERCENTAGE;
20% WERE FUNDED WITH LOANS INVOLVING BONDS OR
BANKS WITH REPAYMENT NECESSARY

Sa) How do you as the current administrator view the success of
the change that was made in attendance, revenue, and in meeting educational and op1eranonal
RESULT: IN THE CASE OF !MAX ADDmONS OR NEW MUSEUMS, THE ATTENDANCE HAS TYPICAllY DOUBLED. IN THE
CASE OF EXPANDED EXHIBIT SPACE, MARGINAL INCREASES
IN ATTENDANCE WERE NOTED. OTHER ADDmONS TYPICALLY NOTICED NO INCREASE IN ATTENDANCE.

6a) Do you feel that this change was essential to the survival or
success of your facility?
RESULT: 50% SAID YES, ESSENTIAL TO SURVIVAL; 50% SAID
NO, NOT ESSENTIAL TO SURVIVAL; 95% SAID YES, ESSENTIAL
TO SUCCESS; 5% SAID NO, NOT ESSENTIAL TO SUCCESS

Define "success" as 1) sustaining current operation and
attendance. 2) steady growth in attendances (5% per year). 3)
growth in excess of 10% per year.
7a)

RESULT: 90% INDICATED THE 5% GROWTH TRACK (2); 10%
INDICATED THE 10% GROWTH TRACK (3)

obstacles that had to be overcome to
RESULT: RESPONSES INCLUDED: MONEY/FUND RAISING,
NOTHING, OUR OWN MOMENTUM, CONVINCING GOVERN-

2b) If the answer to question 1 is "no," do you have established
plans (less than 5 years or
with
hl"r'lrliY10' ~t1":::It.:>ITUl for a
as defined above, and what
RESULT: 50% IMAX, OMNI THEATERS; 30% EXHIBIT
SIONS; 10% OTHER

3b) How will the decisions be made

by whom?

RESULT: RESPONSES INCLUDED: MUSEUM DIRECTORS,
OF DIRECTORS, CITY COMMISSIONERS

4b) How will the

for such

be acc:oDlplilsh,eci't

RESULT: 60% WILL BE FUNDED FROM PRIVATE FUNDS;
Will BE FUNDED FROM PRIMARILY PUBUC FUNDS

5b) Do you feel that this
success of your

essential to the survival

RESULT: 80% SAID NOT ESSENTIAL TO SURVNAL; 20%
ESSENTIAL TO SURVIVAL 85% SAID ESSENTIAL TO SUCCESS;
15% SAID NOT ESSENTIAL TO SUCCESS

6b) Define "success" as 1) sustaining current operation and
attendance. 2)
in attendances (5% per year).
in excess of 10% per year.
RESULT: 80% INDICATED THE 5% GROwrn TRACK (2);
INDICATED THE "NO GROWTH" TRACK (1)
7b) What are the
obstacles you anticipate
come to accomplish this

to

RESULT: OVERWHELMING RESPONSE WAS "MONEY"

8b) Do you anticipate that this
more or less outside financial support for your or~~anization'!
RESULT: 60%
WOULD BE
SARY; 40% INDICATED LESS SUPPORT (All. OF lHESE
WERE LARGE FORMAT FILM lliFATER ADDmONS)
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9b) Who is your parent organization or to whom do you report?
RESULT: 66% PRIVATE NON-PROFIT, BOARD OF TRUSTEES;
33% COMBINATION GOVERNMENT AND BOARD-RUN
lOb) Does your parent organization recommend a change, support a change, need to be convinced that this change is necessary?
RESULT: 40% RECOMMENDED CHANGES; 40% SUPPORTED
CHANGES; 20% NEEDED TO BE CONVINCED
lIb) How do you currently feel about the future of your facility?
RESULT: RESPONSES INCLUDED: EXTREMELY UPBEAT, OPTIMISTIC, FULL OF POTENTIAL

**********
2c) If the answer to question 1 is "no," have you considered the
issue of necessary change?
RESULT: 60% HAD CONSIDERED AND WOULD AGGRESSIVELY
SUPPORT EXPANSION; 40% INDICATED THEY HAD NOT
THOUGm ABOUT IT
3c) Do you see change as essential to your success or survival?
RESULT: 60% SAID ESSENTIAL TO SURVIVAL; 40% SAID NOT
ESSENTIAL TO SURVIVAL; 60% SAID ESSENTIAL TO SUCCESS;
40% SAID NOT ESSENTIAL TO SUCCESS

I asked if the change made or anticipated
would result in more or less outside financial
support for their institutions. 63% said more
support. A larger facility or program would
simply cost more. 27%, however, were planning or had accomplished expansions that
would pay for themselves beyond, of course,
the capitalization costs. All of these were
large film format theater expansions. 9% said
support would be about the same; but all of
these were relatively minor exhibit expansions.
I asked who were the parent organizations.
The overall survey included 52% private,
non-profit corporations; 21% university
related facilities; 15% combination government and private; and 11% city, county, or
state government institutions.
I asked if the parent organization supported the changes. Among the private, nonprofit organizations that were run by a
board, the vast majority of the parent organizations suggested and supported needed
expansions. The record of public institutions,
however, was dismal. Almost all parent organizations were seen as obstacles to necessary
change. Some needed to be convinced, some
tolerated, some discouraged, and a few even
prohibited change.

Conclusions
There is certainly not time here to cover
all the responses.. I have provided a summary
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4c) Define "success" as 1) sustaining current operation
attendance. 2) steady growth in attendances (5% per
growth in excess of 10% per year.
RESULT: 80% INDICATED THE 5% GROWTH TRACK (2);
INDICATED THE "NO GROWTH" TRACK (1)
5c) Do you feel that change is outside your control?
RESULT: 80% INDICATED THAT CHANGE IS OUTSIDE
CONTROL; 20% INDICATED THAT CHANGE IS NOT
THEIR CONTROL
6c) Who is your parent organization or to whom do
RESULT: 66% ARE UNIVERSITY PLANETARIUMS; 33%
COUNTY, OR STATE-RUN INSTIlUTIONS
7c) Has your parent organization recommended any ch,mSl:es,
discouraged change, prohibited change?
RESULT: 20% SAID RECOMMENDED CHANGES; 60% INDICATED DISCOURAGED CHANGES; 20% INDICATED PROHIBITED
CHANGE
8c) How do you currently feel about the future of your
RESULT: RESPONSES INCLUDED: "ON A UST TO BE CLOSED
NEXT MONTH," HAPPY TO STAY THE SAME, TIMES ARE

TOUGH, CONCERNED ABOUT COLLEGE AS PARENT ORGANIZATION, POSITIVE

of responses for you to look at However, several general conclusions were very evident
First, private non-profit institutions were
infinitely more successful in making necessary changes than public institutions. And
the success of these changes is evident. The
average attendance change based on a
expansion for the facilities surveyed was an
82% increase in annual attendance. I
thought this was excellent. Of the facilities
that have not changed, most have not
icantly increased attendance or revenue in
their history. The reason for the success of
private institutions seems to be closely tied

average attendance of
was
56,000. The
attendance of ~l1T·""".TAf1

institutions

cant
I think I was most
tudes of the plal1etalrlum p:rot(~SSl~::ma.ls
very prclgre~i"e-thinlkir~
to act on these instincts is sometimes conbut our intent to be the best
most
successful facilities we can was clear.

The perception of our facilities as stagnant institutions
attending public is extremely
We must change
to overcome this perception.
to the parent organization's desire for success. An independent board can and does
seem to act to provide necessary support for
its facility. A government entity is much
more likely to reject support for whatever
reason. I can understand that because our
own support at Morehead is hopelessly
mired in the nature of our peripheral mission to that of the University. They simply
don't see why they should. Another factor
that related to public versus private is attendance. Of the facilities surveyed, the current
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Change is seen by almost an as a means of
re,ritaliziixw; our facilities. The
of
our facilities as stagnant institutions
the
attending public is
We
must
and evolve to overcome this
perception. We can't
however; we must
vide positive
for our future visitors. It sounds cliche to say it, but
must
keep up with the times.
(Please see
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munity. Since many of us come
conference not
for the I;:A''''U'J.U~~C

t

Michael
Astronaut Memorial Planetarium Observatory
Brevard Community College
1519 Clearlake Road
Cocoa, Florida 32926
In July of 1994, the International Planetarium Society will hold its twelfth biennial
meeting in Cocoa, Florida This meeting has
been designated by the IPS council as the silver anniversary meeting for IPS. It also happens to be the silver anniversary of the
Apollo 11 moon landing. The IPS conference
held in conjunction with the celebration of
Apollo at the site where man first left this

similar interests schedule their own meetings within the body of the general meeting.
At least I can say, I tried
The longer meeting will also increase the
registration fee. I am estimating the registration fee at around $210 - $230. I do not expect
it to go any higher. Since many of you travel
out of your own pockets to these meetings, I
am endeavoring to keep these costs at a min-

The IPS conference held in conjunction with the celebration of Apollo
at the site where man first left this planet for another world is certainlyan unprecedented opportunity for us to pause and reassess
who we are and where we are going.
planet for another world is certainly an
unprecedented opportunity for us to pause
and reassess who we are and where we are
going. With these important anniversaries to
celebrate and reflect upon, it seemed only
natural that the conference theme should be
"Reflections./I
To help the membership of the International Planetarium Society prepare and benefit from the conference fully, I intend to
provide you with a series of articles called
"Countdown to 94." In these articles I will be
addressing such things as the schedule, costs,
accommodations, Apollo silver anniversary
activities, requirements for papers, and suggestions to vendors etc. Since the conference
is still more than a year away, this installment of "Countdown to 94" will include
general information only.
Registration and a reception are planned
for Sunday evening July 10 with final activities on Saturday afternoon, July 16. The full
schedule will be published after it is
approved by the council during their next
meeting in October. One thing you can
already interpret from these dates is that this
meeting will be longer than a typical IPS
conference. After reviewing comments and
suggestions from many of you, it is clear that
a longer conference will provide you with
something which is continuously requested
of conference hosts - free time. I am sure
that as hard as I work for scheduling free
time, it will disappear as planetarians with
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imum. However, I am sure that you will
agree that after traveling thousands of miles
and paying hundreds or perhaps thousands
of dollars to get here, 20 or 30 dollars more
for a first class meeting is not a significant
issue. If it is, please call or write to express
your concerns. This is your meeting and I
consider it my number one responsibility to
provide a meeting that meets with your
expectations.
There will be two conference hotels, the
Howard Johnson Plaza and the Cocoa Beach
Hilton. These hotels are located directly on
the beach and rooms will cost in the mid
$70's. I am still negotiating with the hotels to
extend these rates for the week before and
the week after the conference. This will
allow you to piggyback a Florida vacation
with the IPS conference. All of the
attractions are within an easy one hour drive
from Cocoa Beach and if you have not done
the Disney/Epcot/Sea World/MGM/Universal Studio tour, now is your chance.
Two hotels are necessary in order to provide the kind of conference a professional
organization like IPS deserves. My plan is to
use the conference facilities at The Plaza for
meetings, workshops and paper sessions. The
conference facilities at the Hilton will house
the first official "Trade Show" at an IPS conference.
At Salt Lake I was impressed with how
many vendors are interested in providing
goods and services to the planetarium com-
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also to see what new tools are
help us run our
a prc.tes:si011alIy run trade show has become
Not only will this allow the vendors
sent themselves in a prcltessional m,mrler,
will also allow you
goods and services you need.
A formal trade show will also an ow
dors to exhibit their business to other
tors and professionals who will be
for the
silver
celebration.
Many vendors have already been COlrlta,ctt~d
and the response to this concept has been
very good. If you are a vendor and
been contacted and wish to exhibit
IPS '94 trade show please contact me
can put you in touch with the Exhibits
The two conference hotels are nh,.rd,...<> I
very close to each other and you can
pleasant 10-minute walk along the beach to
get from one to the other. If you could walk
from the dorm at Snowbird to the convention center you will have no trouble
between the Hilton and The Plaza. Not
are they physically closer, but you will be
walking on a perfectly flat surface (the
beach) and it is at sea level (more than
enough oxygen). You should expect to see
hotel reservation forms this fall and I would
recommend that you return them as
as possible. This meeting promises to
of the most heavily attended IPS CmltelrenCes
and you will want to make sure
have a room at one of the official hotels.
Another Significant pOint of interest
'94 conference will be the newly renovated
Astronaut Memorial Planetarium &:
tory, my facility. Information about
inal facility can be found in the
issue of Sky an.d Telescope. This
describes the facility as it was
November 1992. At that time a
renovation began which will
alter
every aspect of the original facility.
The building is being enlarged and when
the project is completed in December
1993, it will be four times
than the
onJ~m,al with apprOXimately 50,000 square
feet The new planetarium will have 70-ft
dome
it one of the ten
United States. More imiDOl:tallt
use of a Minolta Alpha Model Infinium and a
new Evans and Sutherland
under
the same dome. The old
room is
being converted into a flat screen movie theatre and will use an IWERKS 870 prC'lector
well as standard 35mm.

(Please see

JOURNEY INTO THE THRILLING DIMENSION OF

Sensational Full Dome 3 - D Experience

•

Utilizing Lasers & New Chroma Depth Technology

Far the first time in a damad theeter images "POP"
aff tha screen and are suspended in mid-air!
Audio Visual Imagineering. Inc.
7953 Twist Lane

•

Springfield, VA 22153

For further information contact Joanne McCullough at (703) 569-7646

Fax (703) 569- 9780

eviews

ry. The reader gets to relive, as an inside
observer, the tragedy of the Apollo 1 fire,
reaching President Kennedy's goal with the
11 mission, the near fatal
13
mission, and the best years of the American
space program.
The scientific aspects of
gram are covered in a way
technical nor too

When Laura Kyro asked if I
book review baton this year, she assured
me that
there anxious
for free astron.omlY

for
librarians who need advice
current
astronomy books for younger readers. (If
ever tried to conquer some
oVlernigtllt, you
know to check
section of the
a
dear overview.)
thanks to Laura for all her work on
col umn, and to the generous people
who took time and effort to contribute to
this
reviews: Chuck Bueter, Tony
Cook and Richard Shores.

A

0110 -

Race to

oon, by Charles Murray,
Simon and Schuster, 1989, ISBN
0-671-70625-X, $12.95.

Reviewed by Richard Shores, Nasheville,
Tennessee.
Back in 1961, President John F. Kennedy
addressed a joint session of Congress to challenge America to land men on the moon and
have them return safely to earth. At the same
time, the American space program was suffering many setbacks and the Soviet Union
was taking the lead in space exploration.
When President Kennedy made the decision
to go to the moon, the Apollo program was
only an idea on the drawing board Charles
Murray has written a fantastic chronicle of
how the idea of Apollo was marched into
action and accomplished in less than ten
years.
This book presents a "behind the scenes"
look of how the massive Apollo program
was conceived and carried out from the eyes
of some of the people who were there. The
author's interviews with the participants
give us a wonderful human and scientific
look at one of the most important technological achievements of the twentieth centu-
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young person to.
of
after America's
a man on the moon was realized, the
program is
a
and distant
memory, detailed in a few pages of a
book. If you would like to relive the excitement of the early days of the American space
program, or if you were too young and
would like to learn more about the Apono
program, I high! Yrecommend this book.

about
know

'I;\"ll1jJ,,,,,,,,

is an admirable PrE!Se]ltation
subject for the "",-,,,U"U'-&I
worth your time to at least browse thro\ijl:h
it as you prepare next
show.

Eclipse, Second
by Bryan Brewer, Earth View
Inc., Seattle, Washington, 1991,
ISBN 0-932898-91-2, $14.95
Reviewed by Anthony Cook, Griffith Observatory, Los Angeles, California.
No, eclipses did not end forever just
because we made it past July 11, 1991 In fact,
it is not too early for every planetarian in
North America to begin preparations for the
next big event, the annular eclipse that will
cross the U.s. on May 10, 1994. Soon we1l be
hitting the books again, and one to consider
for its merits is the second edition of Eclipse
by Bryan Brewer.
Updated to highlight the now historic
Great Eclipse, Eclipse was originally written
in anticipation of the February 26, 1979 total
eclipse. Aimed at the casually curious reader,
it describes the spectacle of total eclipses, the
achievements of ancient cultures in keeping
track of the patterns of their occurrences, the
role they have played in history and science,
how eclipses are caused, and how to safely
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edited by Harold P.
Kendall/Hunt
Dubuque, Iowa, 1993, ISBN
8403-7715-0, 384 pages,
Teacher's Guide, ISBN 0-8403-7716-9,
pages, $75.90.
Reviewed by Chuck Bueter, Adler Planetarium, Chicago, Illinois.
Since 1985, the Harvard-Smithsonian
Center for Astrophysics has been de'lIel,oplirur
a curriculum entitled Project STAR (SCilenc:e
ea(:hiI~ through its Astronomical Roots).
After many classroom trials and
scientists, teachers,
and st\Jlde:nts
alike, the textbook and
Teachers Guide are now available.
mistake, this is hands-on science.
Project STAR has excellent mE~th4Jd()lojzv
For example, before
into
cepts, the text
students
preconceptions
the editor

notes, are
their own opilni()ns
dents
quent investil.2;at:iorts.
The
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We listened to what you had to s
You wanted quality, inexpensive programs that were not just multi-media shows, but timely
educational programs that utilized the planetarium. We offer the following:

You wanted slides that were opaque and
mounted, ready to drop into your projectors.
of the shows sold by H.P.S. feature slides
that are opaque, pin-registered in Wess Slide Mounts
ready for use. No more grey rectangles, _ _ no more taping, or painting or remounting of slides.
You wanted high-quality soundtracks that could be easily edited to fit your particular program
needs. H.P.S. was the first to release a planetarium soundtrack in digital compact disc format.
Most of the programs are designed to be edited by you. They are written in
segments, many of which can stand alone as mini -programs. When you
purchase our shows, we encourage you to modify these programs as
you see fit. .. to make them yours.

Now it's your tum to listen ...
to our compact disc version of the soundtrack to "Where On Earth Is Christopher Columbus?"
Please call or write for your review copy today. After all, we believe n if you listen, you will

H.P.S.

Helping Planetariums Succeed
3080 Ridge Avenue
Macon, Georgia 31204
(912) .. 743-5651

My thanks to Lee Shapiro (Morehead
Planetarium) for keeping me honest! As Lee
writes "I have not resigned as director and I
am unaware of a search for a new director
taking place./I Gawd ._ I had Carole Helper at
the Morehead instead of Director of Physical
Sciences at the Mark Smith Planetarium. My
apologies.

Did You Know:
Dixie Brooks (Mesquite School Planetarium) and husband Frank had to reclaim
their baggage from Southwest Airlines seconds before the flight left taking SWAP
members to their Conference at Alamogordo. Dixie's mother became ill, and they
rushed to her side. __.John Cotton and Carol
Jordan (Science Place 2 Planetarium), Jim
Rusk (Mesquite Schools Planetarium) and I
used their rent car to make the drive from El
Paso, but we missed Dixie and Frank and are
happy to report her mother is doing fine ..___
Winston-Salem's Nature Science Center has a
new Spitz Planetarium as does Indian River
College in Ft. Pierce, Florida! ....... Anyone
heard from Bill Dexter (formerly Director at
Richland Cosmic Theatre) or is he snowbound in Colorado where he moved
recently? ........ Everyone needs to see
Henry's (Great Southwestern Sky) black and
white pictures taken at the sand dunes in
New Mexico. The patterns are simply fantastic! John Hicks (retired from Marian Blakemore Planetarium) and his wife Darlene had
Jean as their houseguest in New Braunfels
last fall. ___ Mark July 10 &. 11 for Universe '93,
a National Astronomy Exposition and Fair
and July 13 &. 14 for The Universe in the
Classroom's Workshop on Teaching Astronomy in Grades 3 - 12 at San
State
University...__ Planetarium guy makes good!
Rob
former
intern
(1988-89) and former Abrams Planetarium
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staffer,
a position as a Technical
Assistant in the Science Planning Branch of
the Space Telescope Science Institute in
Baltimore. He is helping develop observing
programs for the Hubble Space Telescope. A
highlight of Rob's year was his work on
Strasenburgh's live, unrehearsed, hugely popular "Neptune Tonight" shows, presented
during the /89 encounter. Kudos to Rob - his
skills carried him to his new plane of existence! .__.Our belated heartfelt sympathies to
Jack Pemberton's (LaPorte I.s.D. Planetarium)
family. Jack died of cancer last year. ___. Mark
:sQl:lIl1tag (Angelo State University) reports
the "T524/1 telescope simulator and "Astro
Labs" software are now being projected on
the planetarium dome and used in large
group lab practices for Angelo State students.
Over 400 visitors (remember, San Angelo is a
small town) attended their "Harvest Moon
Star Party" at the college! ....... New faces:
Victoria Wiggins (Clyde Tombaugh Theater)
moved up to Public Programs Manager Michael Turner is the new Planetarium
Manager and immediately participated by
helping Victoria host the SWAP Conference!
Way to go, Michael! Everyone should have
seen Victoria in her goulish green glow-inthe-dark outfit for the Tombaugh Theater's
Alien Space Suit contest. You might ask
Victoria about her peanut butter sandwiches
next time you see her ........ Kirkpatrick
Planetarium used the alien theme for their
Halloween program but they actually hosted
some! Aliens, that is (I know,
Wyrick's
gang could almost fill the bill!). A CCD camera has been attached to the telescope at
Kirkpatrick and progress on
the
video images to the planetarium are underway. You'll be hearing a lot from the
Kirkpatrick Gang since
and
SW AP (known as The Triple Conjunction) although it has been pointed out by many
that it is not a conjunction - will be meenr12
in Oklahoma City October 28 - 31 this year.
_. The Hudnall Planetarium enjoyed a bit of
fame last year. Texas Highways lU"'Jo:;C!LH.!1C:
gave Bow Walker and the
tons
of pUblicity on their public prc>gr,amlmilng
and, in particular, for their U!\J'HU.U
Parties as an example of Tyler's cultural
sophistication! Not bad since the other cultural attractions include the symphony and
the Art Museum! But - the icing on the cake
was the discovery by one of the Astronomy
Club members of Saturn's
Ring - a
good feat for an in-town party! .""" Kudos to
the Texas Astronomical Society's volunteers!
are doing the public shows (thanks to
advisor Don
Noble Planetarium) for
Richland Cosmic Theatre! ....... The Morgan
Jones Planetarium is still struggling under
the burden of reduced staff and increased
student load (sound familiar?) reports York
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Clamann. The Abilene LS.D.

h~#"".h'"

about the Etruscans
quite a feat! _._ Jim
Space Museum) was
Arlington Public Schools Planetariums
"What's Up" last month ........ Remember to
change Hansen Planetarium Publications
their new address: 1845 S. 300 West :#A, Salt
Lake City, Utah 84115 __ New title but same
great guy - Sheldon Schafer (Lakeview
Museum of Arts &: Science) is now
Director and was attending the Museum
Management Institute last summer and was
missed by his friends at the IPS Conference at
Snowbird. Sheldon's Solar
model
stretches halfway across the States and The
Guinness Book of World Records declares the
setup to be the world's largest solar system
modeL
Schafer: "It drives the
home: Space is big and the
tively small." Now I realize many of
about the largest model
Broman (Broman Planetarium)
staff
talked about when we were in UVjlH;U~<C:
the IPS '90 Conference. Read on: II
model fits the criteria of that ,..."4-·0£1" ...."
than the entry you have listed
HoI'larL2e. Sweden. Our model of the solar system with a 36-foot-diameter sun is
than the model in JlJv •. u.uJ'J;:.~.
Guinness's editor responded, "We accept the
which you raised and have decided to
add your scale model to the book. Our
is
to retain the Swedish one, but put yours
first." Guinness went on to say:
perUU'''.HJlJo:;, the Peoria model will be induded in
the Extra Extra section of the 1993 book."
some of you heard this on National
Pubic Radio's "All
Considered"? Or on
AP wire and/or CNN?
the model
starts in Peoria with comets as far away as
California. I expect to hear from Lars immediately! ....... Belated
to
Guenter (Pomeroy Planetarium) and his new
Smith
bride Helen! __ I wonder how
adiacE~nt to the
VU.U<;;.LAAJlj;.

site? At present
is
3O-seat
at Windsor N.S.W. (about 60
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kms west of
- called the
Tebbutt observatory and p12me~taI'iUlm
found the history to be quite
Tebbutt became one of the world's most
accomplished amateur astronomers (he discovered the "Great Comet of 1861" and
"Comet Tebbutt of 1881" and The International Astronomical Union honored him
in 1973 by naming a lunar crater after him)
and today his great-grandson and
reside in the original homestead buH t in
1845! The building for the new site was set up
many years ago by Lt. William Dawes (with
the First Fleet) as an observatory. But, back to
George. He is heavily involved in Astronomy Education and Popularization and is
associated with the South Pacific Astronomy
Components & Equipment (S.P.A.C.E.) - a
company that manufactures telescopes and
other astronomical equipment. George
would like some communication from IPS
members. Write to him at: S.P.A.C.E., Inside
Mail Box 1788, Seven Hill West NSW 2147,
Australia. ___ Remember when I wrote about
Adam's astronomy class at Brazosport
Planetarium? They were a unique group
involved with drugs, riots, you name it.
Bryan says they were, without a doubt, the
best group he had ever taught because they
were interested and had some snap!" ___.1 did
not miss the opening by much: the Kuala
Lumpur Planetarium opened and have
joined IPS. I still vividly recall my month in
Malaysia - what a wonderful place! Anyway,
you all might welcome them aboard.
Address: Bahagian Planetarium, 2731/5, Jalan
Johor Selatan, 50480 Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia ........ You'd have to know
(Kirkpatrick Planetarium) to know
why she was walking around on crutches
last winter. Hint: she's in karate! ....... I thoroughly enjoyed my day at NASA's
Center near Houston! Operated by the
Manned Space Flight Education Foundation
Inc. the Center's hands-on looks at the past,
present, and future of manned space flight. A
day there is not enough time so be forewarned ........ It's been such a frustrating
semester that
Carlson (Lueninghoener
Planetarium) writes he feels like the Queen
of England: "Let's hurry up and get this year
over." Pneumonia has had Gary down but
not out; he still taught his astronomy classes.
___ Kudos to the Wichita Science Center $30
million project for their new "hands-on" science in the Museum. Lucky the Planetarium
gets $2 million from the project! ....... Our
heartfel t wishes for better health to Dan
....... The Don Harrington Discovery
Center is featuring the new exhibit Jurassic
Island with the dinosaurs from Michael
Crichton's book Jurassic Park reports
Christine Brunello........ Only IPS Treasurer
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From the Lincoln Journal-Star
October

When Kay Konz's vision problem progressed to the
longer see the
sky, she knew what she was mlssllng.
Thanks to her efforts and those of Mueller Pla.net:anum co()rdmator
other who have never seen a sky full of stars now
This weekend the University of Nebraska State Museum's
tarium featured special laser shows
for
Area artists also
displays with the H""'U''''jlO, 1rnp~ure:d.
The show was
of "Lighting
the
phone call Konz made to Dunn last
She called Dunn, who was enthusiastic about
shows for the visually
He then '"'v ••• "''''.'''· ...
involved in the International Laser
Association.
As a result of their
at least three other
and Champaign, Ill., are I-'.u .... j, ...... laser
shows.
Keith
(Fleischmann Planetarium)
could download a big file from Internet with
out mailing labels on his
his Mac,
Apple II, no telling what on his MacIIsi, and
talk to his wife at the same time! ....... Frank
Palma reports that Pensacola Junior
closed the E. G. Owens Planetarium and
opened with a new Digistar Planetarium in a
40-foot dome last January. The new
will be called the "Science and
Theatre." ....... Barbara Baber is now Admin.,~u'-'-, Math
U'....

and geology)
Educational Service Centers in Houston
Region 2, 12 and 14. These
train
teachers to do hands-on science labs for K-12.
California, reports
are planning
upgrade .__ SWAP members were rennindintg
themselves at their Conference that Alamogordo was the first site of a
U.F.O.
Kudos to Carl
(Dale Planetarium) as
the GPPA Distinguished Service Award honoree! Carl has been active with GPPA since
its organization and has never missed a
meeting! His son Kurt and former student
Pavlik. (Omaha Burke High School
Planetarium) are GPPA members, thanks to
Carl's guidance.

A
International has a special meaning to me
after a semester with my planetarium aide,
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a miracle!"
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Exposures
McColman
Morehead Planetarium
#3480 Morehead Bldg.
University of North Carolina
Hill, NC 27599-3480
Slide imagery is probably one of the most
common elements found in the modern
planetarium program, regardless of facility
size, programming approach, or technological infrastructure. However, much of the
film-based imagery in use in our theaters is
copy photography-from original artwork, or
at the very least, slides shot out of books or
magazines (you did ask permission, didn't
you?). While most of us can do a decent job
with point-and-shoot photography at the
average afternoon family picnic (especially
with today's auto-everything cameras), the
special constraints of shooting at the copystand can seem quite difficult to master. As
we will discuss, most of the astronomical

are still experiencing such difficulties, there
are several excellent photography books
that cover these areas, so look around your
local photo shop, bookstore, or library for
this information. The more esoteric problems we will address here concern the ability
to gain accurate and consistent control of
film exposure at the copystand. There are
four major factors that can lead to exposure
are:
problems in this environment
Exposure Latitude, or how much
exposure deviation a film will tolerate
before rendering an unacceptable
image. A "tolerant" film stock is said to
have a wide latitude, while a relatively
intolerant film has a narrow latitude.
Lens Extension, which is what happens when focusing on a subject close
to the camera. This has the secondary
effect of reducing the intensity of light
striking the film plane.
Exposure Meters, which are designed
to work with subjects having a more or
less equal proportion of light and dark
areas. Images with disproportionately
large light or dark areas have the effect
of Ufooling" an exposure meter,
it to give an inaccurate reading.

While there are some routine problems
that can be encountered at the copystand
(such as uneven lighting, poor focus, bad
framing, etc.), we will assume here that the
reader has mastered these obstacles. If you
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the lower the contrast,
latitude. In addition, eXi>os:lng
the camera is
half of the total

During the prill1tirlg plroc~~ure
lab, it is possible to compensate ~rnp'Nn;!lt
for non-optimal camera exposures.
As a result, many of us have aa,op'tea
pretty casual attitude when it
"matters
and as a
over into other
attitude can
most
I

white print film. But, hi~~h-C01[l.trast
graphic films have the most narrow
sure latitudes of all. In fact, under
critical conditions Kodalith

latitude!
In order to understand the re1iui<msJt1ip
contrast and latitude, im«lgule stam:ung
a 50-meter-taU mound which

Meter Misadjustment, which can
pen either during assembly at the facto-

ry, or through subsequent changes in
the meter circuit's component values.

Those finicky films
The average person-off-the-street who
owns a camera most often uses
film to
satisfy his or her photographic needs. While
the typical amateur photographer is
unscientific when controlling the ....... ~ .. &AA'P'I!"

The ... problems we will address here concern the ability to gain
accurate and consistent control of film exposure at the
copystand.
and graphic imagery we use in our facilities,
as well as the special problems induced by
dose-up photographic work, leave the average planetarian either accepting inconsistent
or poor-quality results, or blowing time and
money during repeated trial-and error shooting.

due in part to the fact that
generally moderate-ta-Iow in COJl1tr~ut--'n'Ja

on a camera, many of his or her shots come
back from the camera shop, drugstore, etc.,
looking relatively decent (at least to Uncle
Emmett and Aunt Peg). In recent years, this
has been due in large part to a generation of
fully-automatic camera eqUipment. However, it also turns out that print film has
always had a fairly wide exposure latitude.

two-dimensional,
shallow
of the mound represents
low-to-moderate contrast in a
top of the mound represents the opt:imal
exposure; and the outbound
represent the boundaries of
exposure latitude. As you can see,
low contrast
mandates
this film will have a wide exposure AillU.lUUIC.
You could walk
some distance
the top, in
and still be ph'YSi4ca1Jly
mound (or possess an acceptable exJ:)OS\ue).
For our second analogy, im,ClgiIlE st:an(~
on top of a mound which is, again, 50 meters
taU, but this time is only 75 meters across
the base (Figure 2). As you can see, the
contrast (steeper slope) means that this film
(color slides) has inherently less exposure
itude.
For Kodalith, our final 2n::llinorv uDaJgmle
starldiIlg on top of a 5O-meter-tall
lar which is a mere one-meter-wide
3). A
step to either side means

... color slide ... films reqUire more accurate ...,"" . .~U'..."
than the casual photographer is used to.
Most of these films can provide for acceptable prints even when under- or overexposed by as much as two full stops. This is
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.... ,

sure for each film
regardless of camera
height, this means that
tighter cropping generates relative underexposure of the film. If
you change your standard exposure to compensate for this, shooting larger subjects
(meaning less lens
extension) would lead
Exposure
FVf"-,"""r,,, Boundary
toward overexposure.
Therefore, achieving
exposure accuracy
means that you must
the use of a stan....... Lati tude ........
dard exposure and
optimallExposura
adopt some method to
compensate for exposure based
on the extension of the
Exposura
Bou"dary
lens.
There are two options available to facilitate this. The first is to
use a mathematical forLatitude
mula which translates
lens extension into an
exposure
Figures 1, 2, and 3
This method is
Kodalith is so painful!) Actually, this Kodaeffective, but is cumbersome in prclCtilce,
lith analogy is a bit extreme (in that Kodalith
greatly slows your work at the copystand.
doesn't really have 200 times less latitude
The second option is to use the meter in the
than
film), but it does point out in dracamera. In a 35mm SLR with TTL
matic terms how sensitive
mt!tel~lfljg, the effect of lens extenfilms are to exposure deviations.
As you can see, color slide and litho films
should
than
require more accurate exposure
the casual
is used to. However,
the copystand environment can also add
some other complications as wen.
Rnl'lnr1;~rv

B~I~ra
t

light
If you have a 35mm single-l ens-reflex (SLR)
camera within arms- reach, you'll notice
that, as you turn the focusing ring toward a
doser camera-ta-subject distance setting, the
lens will gradually move farther away from
the film plane. Between infinity and a meter,
the amount of lens extension is relatively
minimal. However, when using a macro lens
(which is a preferred choice for close-up
copystand photography), it is possible to
achieve much greater lens extension than
with a conventional camera lens, and this
allows you to focus on
within just a
few centimeters of the camera.
as
the lens/aperture opening extends ever farther from the film plane, the In,,pr~~-s(]uoue
law dictates that the light striking the film
will become less and less intense.
For those of you that use a standard expo-
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Well, not exactly. Another
is
that camera meters are
to .......,"'ui.rl'"
readings based upon an aSSUfllptiorl-lrla1nejly
that the scene you are shooting will have either
mostly medium brightnesses, or

proportions oflight and dark.
who has
shot copywork for a planetarium show
knows that the majority of our
doesn't fall into this category. Since many
astrophotos and much astronomical artwork
contain broad dark areas, metering these
indiscriminately with a camera meter can
lead to overexposure. That's because, to a
meter which craves the
such
images "appear" dark overall, so the meter
will tell you to increase exposure. It doesn't

know that all that black space surrotmdim!
the small galaxy in the center
be black. So, when metered this
onto color slide film (a nr.,~Hi,,,'" ohot(:xrraolhic process), the
washed out as it
in a dull ex!>an:se
gray ba<:k2::round
On the other hand, when sh()Otlng
ics-line rl"·""'inrv ..
or credits-the ..... ~.lrw,i+·"
usually white ba<:klllrOul11d.
tively small dark area OC(:uD'ied
and type characters. When the
"sees" such a
it will
very
and will indicate
sure is needed The result (in
KodaHth
a medium gray, rather than
The way to overcome this DanHm~
nomenon is to use a gray card,
cial cardboard or
card with

reflectance white surface on the
most camera
cards are available

the gray card(s) on
of the
established that aU of
(consult your camera manual

the camera '>F'I'ru'rH'-'1T1"
gray card(s), and shoot

I
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years, the electronics in some metering systems can drift in calibration, causing imprecision
the
get during
snc>OtlD,g. Additionally, and unbeknownst to
most people, many camera exposure systems
aren't calibrated to perfection at the factory.
Several years ago, a camera store owner
informed me that the variation in the meter
,.o"" ..... rr" of brand new cameras can often be

look for
looks
though Kodalith is a """",·p,t·;',,,,,
still look
on the correct exposure.) If your unbracketed
the
best, this means that your
pretty accurate. However,
eled exposures looks
of inacct!rac:v

many camera exposure systems aren't
at the factory.
as much as two stops. Over time, my initial
disbelief evaporated as I encountered several
instances of this phenomenon. While this
much inaccuracy is problematic with narrower-latitude films, the average ....,." .... 1" .• 1".1,....,.
shooting amateur seldom encounters major
difficulty except in the most extreme cases.
For this reason, camera companies apparentdon't
a high priority on '''~'".U.''H''
accurate calibration
manufacture.
to correct for
may have. Start by
a
narrowest latitude film can get your hands
on-Kodalith makes a good choice for this.
Set up at the copystand and meter off a gray
card (ISO/ASA set at 8, which is the rating for
Kodalith, processed in Kodalith developer)
using the technique outlined previously;

except that you'll be shooting the gray card
itself, rather than some line art or graphics.
Use a slow shutter speed (approXimately 1
second). Now, to make sure that the lens
extension is correct for the test, temporarily
place some hard-edged object such as a paper
clip on the gray card This will allow you to
set the lens for the correct distance using the
paper clip as a focus indicator. Focus and
remove the paper dip. If the ISO/ASA dial on
your camera doesn't go down to 8, first set it
on the lowest ISO/ASA that you can. If that is
ISO/ASA 12, you'll want to meter and open
the lens aperture 1/2 stop more than the
says; for ISO/ASA 25, open 1-1/2 stops.
This will correct for the disagreement in
ISOI ASA between camera and film (except
for the meter's actual inaccuracy which we
have yet to determine).
Shoot several exposures of the gray card,
first at the meter- recommended exposure,
then
1/2, 1, 1-1/2, and 2 stops in
each direction from there. To insure that
you can identify the corresponding camera
settings after film
a small
paper-scrap on the gray card
after
m€~teI'in~~) with the
written for each
exposure. Then, after
it's easy
figure out the meter's miscalibration. First,
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paper notes visible in your exposures. The
exposure
then be used to determine an
the

you can improve the
work, and save time and resources
However, it's very important to relne.mt>er
sigln.ificarlt focus/lens extension Ch2ml!ieS
will also influence exposure, so make
card one of your best on.otOl!rat)flllC
of use when peI'fo]:milrn;
cOOures, I've boiled the steps down
outline form.

edISO/ASA
If your best
exposure was

Test

2 stops less than recOIrlmlen(1ed

Based upon your exposure test,
use the same correction factor for all film
ISO/ ASA's. For example, if your best exposure
during the test was 1/2 stop less than recommended, the following pattern of corrected
ISO/ ASA's would emerge for use with your
camera meter:
For ISO/ ASA film ...

Set camera
ISO/ASA to

8
32
50
100
160

12
48
75
150
240

(Remember, this chart is only an eXCl!mt,Ie!)

If, however, your camera also has an additional exposure
dial (most often used in
conventional
for such
as shooting backlit scenes) use it instead of
the 150/ ASA dial. ":+ .. .-iT,i.,..,..
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1. Mount camera on f"r.1'ny"t':>nti
with Kodalith film.
Set ISO/ASA to 8.
4. Frame up and focus on gray
meterilng area).
Meter and shoot, bracket eX'IJO:SUlres
(include notes).
film.
7,
exposure.
8. Select exposure correction factor.

For Shooting
1. Mount camera on copystand
2. Select film and load camera.

3. Set ISO/ ASA (include exposure
tion factor).
4. Frame up and focus on art,
S. Place gray card(s) over art,
6. Meter and set aperture, shutter
7. Remove gray card(s).
8. Recheck
and shoot
9. Repeat steps 4-8 for additional art,
tures, etc.
10. Rewind, unload and develop film.

fll

fl.8

Depth of Field
Figure 4
Additionally, any automatic camera you
choose should allow you to manually select
either aperture or shutter speed. You'll want
some provision to control depth of field (the
ability of a smaller aperture to widen the
range of good focus; see Figure 4), as doing so
can provide for overall sharper photographs

the aperture based upon
the manually-selected
shutter speed and light
available. Unfortunately,
some automatic cameras
won't allow for either of
these manual adjustments,
so avoid this type of equipment for copywork if at all
possible.
The best lens choice for
copywork is one of the flatfield variety. Most SLR camera lenses are curved-field in
design, meaning that flat
objects don't photograph
with optimum focus all the
way across as do flat-field
lenses (Figure 5). Try to
locate a flat-field macro lens
for your camera, as this
model will work well for
flat art and pictures, and
will also focus to within
just a few inches without
image-deteriorating closeup attachment lenses. If
you must use a curved-field
lens or close-up lenses, make sure to set your
camera for an aperture off11 or smaller (which,
of course, will force you to use a slower shutter speed). This is the only way to get good,
sharp edge-to-edge focus on your copywork.
If you are now seeing inconsistent quality

... the gray-card procedure can provide the accuracy to shoot one
exposure of each, regardless of subject size or camera height, with
perfect results nearly 100 per cent of the time.
when copying. A camera with aperture prioritywill allow you to set the aperture directly,
whereas a shutter priority camera will adjust

Curved-field
FigureS
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in your film exposures for shows, these procedures should offer you a significant
improvement in your copywork. Although
the use of a gray card may seem
cumbersome at first to the
novice, continued practice will
reward you with an overall
boost in photographic quality,
as well as an overall savings in
time and resources. In fact, while
many people maintain the practice of wasting resources shooting three to five bracketed exposures of each subject-especially
when photographing with
Kodalith-the gray-card procedure can provide the accuracy to
shoot one exposure of each,
regardless of subject size or camFlat-field
era height, with perfect results
nearly 100 per cent of the time.

Happy 1993 to planet:ari,ans lC>ulfl,nru"ho,..""
I'd Uke to remind you that both
many of our
dues come
January-please do check to make
you're all paid up.
In case you haven't heard,
new
President-elect is Jim
of the
Museum of the Rockies at Montana
University in Bozeman, Montana. Let
among the first to offer him my COllgratlJUations. I look forward to working with him,
and I thank Tom Stec for
the
election once again.
To all council members and committee
chairs, please remember this
council
meeting which will take place at the Kirk~
patrick Planetarium in Oklahoma
Oklahoma,
prior to the triple meetir~
SWAP, GPPA, and RMPA. Please
there for a morning meeting on w E~nlf'S,(lav
October 27. For most of you, that will mean
arriving on Tuesday evening. Our
and
the
hope that you will each
to stay
entire "triple
Details
registration, the conference C111:.1I;;.UU.C1,
on are still
confirmed. You
each be hearing from
meeting, but if you have any QUIEStWrlS
about any of the arrangements,
free to contact him or me. My new Email
address is kbecker@nde.unl.edu for those of
you who can connect to Internet
once
To aU
again I am collecting up-to-date information
from each region. I do need your most recent
list of officers, induding your newsletter edi~
tor, your
or constitution, informa~
tion about your upcoming
and so
on. I appreciate the responses I have received
from those who have sent me
this
year. The updated lists are needed by March,
please.
And finally, it's not too
to put IPS
94 on your calendars. The council me~etiI1lg
will be on July 10. The rest of the me1etirlg
will take place from July
15. See
there!

*
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"purrING THE UNIVERSE AT YOUR FINGERTIPS"
The.Unlversal Theater Control System gives you the power
control your entire theater through one computer keyboard! All
of your special effects, projectors and video will
spring to life with Just a few keystrokes.
Now you have the power to create beautiful and breathtaking
presentations easily, quickly and better than ever before with the
Universal Theater Control System!
POWERFUL

USER FRIENDLY

o Astound and educate your

o Gain complete control of

audience with multiple
simultaneous effects!

your theater with easy to
use commands!

o Breathtaking animation

o Program, edit, and playback

sequences are easy to do
at 100 commands per
secondl

shows with user friendly
software!

o Grab your audiences atten..
tion with looping of many
independent eventsl

o Edit shows quickly and
easily with simple Cut,
Copy, and Paste functions!

o All of your projection

o Projector names are assigned by the user for fast
and easy programmingl

devices are controlled from
one location!

EXPANDABLE

o All you need is one host
computer to control your
entire theaterl
0 Add as many pr(l.je(~to.1'S
and effects as you likel

o Video control is a snap
with the addition of a
simple cornpulter Iinl'dl3!lII"'f~:III"'A
card!

o Easily upgradeable and
expandable through
software!

Video Disk
Player

WghEndVCB

_----'I

AQUILA

Audio Source

Time Code
Controller

GEMINIL
Projection Control

-.

POLLUX

Special Effect

Special Effect
Interface

EAST COAST CONTROL SYSTEMS • 407 631 ..9799
4955 Brookhaven Street • Cocoa • Florida • 32927

w
Jim Manning

learning Technologies
Learning Technologies. Inc., 59 Walden
Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02140 USA,
telephone (800) 537-8703, fax (617) 547-2686,
has been true to its name in

path of the sun), the
stellar distance kit which uses
fiber attached to a H,.,~,hl:,~'h ..

Taylor
Museum
Montana
Bozeman, Montana 59717
Browsing through recent news items,
reminded of one of the reasons I
like
astronomy: you can't
turn your back
on the universe without it
you-without
new
happening or being <;Uscovered
Take Cornet Swift-Tuttle, which reij~nited
public discussion about
of cosmic
impacts. (Last I heard, astronomers now
expect little problem next time around-but
suggest we keep an eye
the several large
perihelion!) Or
chunks which broke off
the January item in Nature in which some
scientists' computer simulations suggest that
the Tunguska
was
a comet fragment after all (which
say would have
exploded higher in the
but an
ordinary little stony asteroid Or the amazing
radar images of the earth-buzzing asteroid
Toutatis, an apparent contact binary. Or
Galilee's final buzz of earth (still fighting its
main antenna), producing breathtaking
earth/moon pictures, a look at the elusive
lunar north pole, and dumping
data
that gives evidence of a magnetic field for
that little asteroid
Then there's the recent Hubble
of
dense dust disks (say that three times) around
baby stars in the Orion Nebula (protoplanets,
anyone?). Or the news that the gamma-ray
source Geminga (itself only recently identified as a pulsar) may be
for the
hot, relatively gas-free ul oca l bubble" that
engulfs the solar
Or the
report that the galaxy trio NGC2300 has
gravitationally corralled hot gas
which would
invisible matter to do-and that if this sort of
discovery
up, the universe may
be
"closed" after all.
Some days it's all one can do
rent!
But that's part of
about-and I hope
items will help to
what's out there in terms
to
verse.
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continues to
proliferate and for
reason.
offer a 350-page Starlab curriculum
featuring the best
and advanced classroom-tested exercises
around the world
markE~tinl£, some new products (at least new to me)
again using
but effective hands-on "technolon These
the materials of
STAR,a
of the

Massach usetts
495-9798.
The core of
materials is an
book called "Where We Are in Space and
Time,"
21 hands-on activities
designed to
skills in observation and

stars, and ~a!aX]les.
begins wi th a question in
which students make a
about a
concept, and each includes a physicalor mathematical model-building component The book's first section deals with basic
including apparent motions of sun
and moon, dail y motion of the sun, moon
phases, seasons, and constructing and
celestial sphere. The second section includes
UUJUUJlUX and using a simple
scale
and stellar
models of solar system
Va'l<UAClA. The third section involves such
concepts as three-dimensional models of
constellations, using brightness to estimate
stellar distances, and U~IL~AJllUJllU,lX
sizes and distances. The activities are
designed for (and were tested by)
school
students, but some can be adapted for
level according to my information-and I'd
pl,metcu"iatlS and teachers
scale some down to be suitable for
a'5 well.
the acti vHy book is a
series of materials kits for r'fl'£.",t-,;.,.,,,,
in many of the hands-on activikits contain mostly basic, inexmaterials for making some very
,Off.D['~;"" tools. Included are kits to make a
a simple refracting telescope,
model of the solar system, and threedimensional constellations. Among my
favorites are the sun tracking plastic hemi(whkh uses the clear hemisphere in a
very clever way to track the changing daily
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some irn;~enjolls
on techniques. What I
the set is that students themselves rnrl<:trllrt
the models and tools they'll use
and explore the
not
the results of science,
the
process and techniques of science.
The Project STAR ",,,,\-;'d+·,,
$14 U.s. The materials kits (which,
the solar system scale model
materials for ten studerlts)
$15 to $50. '-'{.;U,U.l.l.11X

Another way to present the larrl-nac~cea
world science is
computers. And
way to do that with the
o()j:)Ks-m-a-<:onapl1ter offered
Inc., 4502
Crescenta, California 91214 USA, tel lep!lOfle
(818) 542-4200, fax (818) 542-4205,
A little over a year ago, this
out an intrig'uinlg
uct it calls "interactive books.
tional software
contain
of
and text, movies and s1.ITlulaU()I1S
on a variety of
easil y
retrievable from an attractive
screen format. The ,,"' ....... "' ....... ,.
designed for
children
adults
5 to lOS!" is the way
nyputs it).
The one I received for review "Dinosaur
an excursion into the
and habits of dinosaurs as well
'-VJlUI,..IQ.l1

/I

space or astr0I10.iTIV
how the

example of the product) The program came'
on four diskettes (with a user's guide in a
pretty package) for IBM compatible computers, requiring a color VGA monitor, a hard
disk with about five megabytes of disk space
free, and about 500 kilobytes of available
RAM. A mouse is recommended, but the program will run just fine using cursor arrow
keys to position the little hand with a pointed finger which lets you
and choose
among options. A printer (any that can
accept ASCII text directly from your computer port) is optional for printing out text
files.
A sound device is also optional but recommended to get full enjoyment from the
music, voice, and sound effects
lacing the program. Your little PC speaker will
work, but some of the sounds will be faint.
And since that device wasn't made to do
what the program can do, you encounter little anomalies-for example, when you run
one of the short dinosaur "movies," first you
hear all the sounds, then the computer runs
the movie. The company recommends such
devices as Soundblaster, Covox, AdLib Gold,
Pro AudioSpectrum 16, Disney Sound Source,
or compatible devices. The
I talked to
also suggest that a 386-1evel machine is
preferable, because lower levels have a hard
time
sound with picture in
movie or video
for ex'UTI1ple.
Also, the floppy diskettes are available in
S.25-inch (13 cm) 1.2 megabyte or 3.5-inch
(8.75 cm) 1.44 megabyte versions. With the
"" .... u,.. "',... details out of the way, on to the
itself!

The "Dinosaur Adventure" screen format
just bristles with color and interactivity.
There's a main screen area which presents
D1c:tures-[)()tn phOttoJ~ralptls and artists' renrl<>1ron<T" __ n t fossils,
at work,
and lots and lots of dinosaurs. AlongSide is a
text box offering written facts to accompany
the current picture. By clicking on parts of
pictures (with the pointing hand), you can
get little "note balloons" offering further
information-including "click for the next
picture if you want more" sorts of messages.
Successive clicks will run you through a
series of pictures related to the
accessed topic.
The display also contains a time line on a
scale; by
the scale's
er, you can set a time, click, and get the subclosest in time to the
selected and go from there. The scale can also
turn into a dinosaur weight or
scale;
of the dinosaur
closest, and
go from there.
In addition, the
has IIworld view"
box which shows the
of earth, which
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can also be manipulated to allow selection of
any point on the earth. And the program
will give you the
that
corresponds most closely (geographically) to
the selected site-dinosaur eggs in Mongolia,
Albertosaurs in Canada, nesting duckbills
from Montana, Iguanodons from central
Europe, etc. (A nice touch is the range feature
of this box: you can
hover just
above the
or pull back away from
earth to well out into
spacewith images to match.)
Category buttons across the top allow you
to select certain topics-carnivorous
dinosaurs, herbivorous dinosaurs, fossils,
mammals, etc., and function buttons
below offer assorted assistance, from loomand printing (where applicable), to taking quizzes, to
to the previous box.
Based on the
of choices you
have on the screen at anyone time, you can
head in almost any direction within the
database. You control the selection and what
you learn. It's lots of fun, and there's lots to
learn. Although I'm not a paleontologist, the
information all seems pretty accurate, toothe only problem I noted was that the program seemed to perpetuate the common
miscc)fl(:epU(]ln that the
and marine
were dinosaurs
had their own classifications). But the company says it's anxious for
that kind of
feedback from users to make the
as
accurate and as useful as !JV.""..
This is the basic format for all of the com-

bIe, but
Adventure is wc.r:kilrul
Macintosh versions as well. (Its
compatible
will be a new
the Asimov "Science Adventure"
March.)

makes its Drexitlcts

subtractive

nr,r,.'f"\,o .. t,;'o.,

J .....

case of "Dinosaur Adventure,"
four little programs for "nl'p-lrpa,rlplrs"~
ture book of dinosaurs, the six dinosaur
"movies"

art,
ence, literature, architecture, music,
nature; "Sports Adventure," Ch.ro!licHI11g
of sports; IIScience Art"""'""h ...,,,
company's most
the late Isaac Asimov "h."''''''''
death, and A"''''~''''AUJ'JII>

ence, life science, technolclgY
Adventure," written
and astronaut Buzz
our eXl)iOlrati.on of space.
All nt'.-v1tllrh: are cu:rrentl
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cold midwinter

prising considering that Mr. Hardman lives
on an island along the shore of Washington
state.
I found it a very satisfying listen. I think it
would make great seating music or scoring
music for shows-the pieces are long
enough-and a fine gift shop item (remember-play your music for your customers in
your shops-it will help sales) but as always,
inquire about use rights first. The compact
disc retails for $14.98 U.s., the cassette for
$8.98. For more information or inquiries, you
can contact Alternate Records, P.O. Box 4142,
Silver Spring, Maryland 20914 U.s.A. Telephone (800) 697-6874 for ordering information.
The people I talked to indicated that they
might either prepare a four-minute preview
tape for listening over the phone, or might
create a preview cassette available for $1 US.
shipping handling. If you contact them, ask
about it.

Also
I received through the mail
a copy of a planetarium show script entitled
"China Stars: The Universe Above the Great
Wall" from David Hurd at the H.R. MacMillan Planetarium, 1100 Chestnut Street,
Vancouver, British Columbia V6J3J9 Canada.
MacMillan produced this planetarium show
(which included staffers going to China to
conduct research and to shoot photographs)
last year with grant funding from the Max
Bell Foundation. One of the features of the
funding agreement is that the program
would be made available to other institutions for little or no cost.
!t's a nicely-crafted script with lots of visual notes, concentrating on the historic legacy
of Chinese astronomy with some references
to modern Chinese efforts. It focuses on
naked-eye records of events including
eclipses, comets, and supernovas, Chinese
constellations, and interesting facts including evidence that Chinese astronomers
observed sunspots and figured out that meteors were stones fallen from the sky and came
up with an accurate solar year long before
Europeans did the same.
David writes that panoramas for the show
are in 10- or 12-slide format, all-skies are in Sor 6-slide format, that all films-of which
there are many-are transferable to video,
and that audio is in lI2-inch four-track format. You can acquire the show either by
having MacMillan send you all of the materials for copying and return, or by having
MacMillan do the copying to your specifications for a fee for assembly, shipping, and
handling.
If you're interested, contact either Eva
NOvy (Publicity and Marketing) or Bill Van
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Luven (Creative Director) at (604) 736-4431
before March 28.

EOSAT News
If all has gone well, Landsat 6-the latest in
a series of earth resources technology satellites (remember ERTS-1-now Landsat 1,
launched 20 years ago?) is now in earth orbit
following a late-January launch. And it
marks both the end and beginning of busy
years for EOSA T -the Earth Observation
Satellite Company, 4300 Forbes Boulevard,
Lanham, Maryland 20706 USA
EOSAT is the company that's taken over
the Landsat program, establishing the
world's first marketing operation for commercial remote sensing data. According to
press releases from last year, EOSAT assumed
operating costs for Landsat as of October 1,
ending the $19 million annual operating subsidy from the U.S. government. EOSA T
expects to cover operating costs of the program through sales of Landsat data.
In another Significant move effective on
January 1 of this year, EOSA T merged marketing efforts with Eurimage, the m(1Lrk4~tiI~
arm of the European Space Agency (ESA).
Ewrimage is now EOSAT's exclusive sales representative in 30 countries including
North Africa, and the Middle East, with
access to the entire Landsat data archive.
EOSAT and the Landsat program continue
to provide remote sensing information to a
wide variety of users. For example, Landsat
imagery was used to assess damage to the
south Florida region of the U.S. after the
landfall of Hurricane Andrew last year.
Several publications, including "Landsat
Technical Notes" and "Landsat Data Users
Notes" are available to interested
if
you're one of them, you may wish to contact EOSAT or Eurimage (whose headquarters are in Rome).

NASA Vldeoconferences
Last issue I mentioned the latest NASA
videoconference series (you still have a
chance to catch the last program,
Technology," with a curriculum focus of
mathematics, on April 13). Series coordinators have added another program since then:
an International Space Year Program entitled
''Mission to Planet Earth," with a curriculum
focus on earth systems science and primarily
for secondary students. The presentation will
address the components and research objects
of the Earth Observing System (EOS), one
part of the Mission to Planet Earth program.
The two-hour program will be presented
from 10 a.m. to 12 noon Eastern Standard
Time for the Eastern U.s., from 7 to 9 a.m.
Pacific Standard Time in the far western U.s.,
on Wednesday, April 14. No satellite infor-
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mation is induded in the notice,
register as a
site,
free set of educational materials
program which will pf(>baiblv
information. Contact Rick
Aerospace Education Services
Oklahoma State
Cordell, Stillwater, OK 74078.
Have a
and
time ... What's New?

My personal
ticipated in the survey.
in
rience and

de:S~lrlir:l,g

institutions.
was evident, but you were 2eI1E~r;[)US
your time and your responses
ated. All I can say at this
the information I received from
of us better get to work.
too soon for those of us who have

HERBERT: Well, I
you're satistled,
Eloise.
ELOISE: Satisfied with what?
HERBERT: With the new direction
us. What do you think I'm
about.
ELOISE: I never really know. Yes,
it very much, didn't you?
HERBERT: We got there late, you
those
three bumps ... I'm'sure that knocked
the front end out of line ... and besides,
that way goes
past John
farm, and I don't like John
ELOISE: But weren't the wildflowers
ful by the lake.
HERBERT: Well ... yes, yes
ELOISE: I love you, Herbert.
HERBERT: Now don't start that,
know how I hate it ....
FADEOUT

This paper was VJ.JlXUUUJ
conference in Utah in 1992
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The following checklist outlines the minimum equipment required for photographing a successful all-sky. There are several ways to do this using different equipment
on location, but the method we'll describe is
both simple and inexpensive.
1) One 3Smm SLR camera
2) Either a ISmm, I6mm or I7mm standard wide-angle lens

This first installment will focus on how to photograph an
all-sky on location -from the photographer's viewpoint.
3) A tripod with horizontal and vertical
calibration
4) Light meter for cameras without one
S) A built-in or separate level for the tripod

The All-sky Session of the 1992 IPS
Convention was so enthusiastically attended
that John Mosley put out a call to reactivate
an All-sky Users Column. Having worked
with a variety of producers throughout
North America, it seemed logical to extend
our services into a sort of central communications office.
Besides reissuing and expanding the informatio.n on "how to photograph an all-sky,"
we wIll be calling upon experts who have
enhanced the whole all-sky system with new
technologies and innovations. Obviously
there's only so much information in the
basics; it's your questions, solutions, ideas
and interests that will be the lifeline of this
column, and from the positive response
already received, it should be a good one!
Your suggestions and comments are not
only welcome, but necessary.
Perhaps it's the recent availability of the
fabulous deep-space all-skies that have
revived the interest in all-sky systems, or the
:'new economics" that point a neon finger in
Its cost-effective direction. But besides this
there is a new generation of eager would-~
all-sky photographers. And with innovative
uses popping up, producers are eyeing their
dusty projectors with another idea in mind
~he present atmosphere seems full of inspiration, and we hope a dynamic interchange for
all is to follow.
This first installment will focus on how to
photograph an outdoor all-sky on location from the photographer's viewpoint. An allsky, as described hereafter, is a vertical, sixpart wide-angle panorama that covers the
entire dome when projected Such subjects as
basic equipment, setting up, composition,
light metering, films and filters will be discussed
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6) Cable release. Stopwatch.
7) Notebook and pen to record one's settings and other information.
To photograph an all-sky using 3Smm
slide film, one requires a single 3Smm SLR
camera, preferably with its own light meter,
although a hand-held meter will also suffice
in, this respect. Besides the camera body, a
Wide-angle lens of either ISmm, 16mm, or
I7mm focal length is recommended. These
lenses are available for almost any standard
SL.R such as Canon, Nikon, Olympus,
Mmolta, Pentax, etc. A tripod with a head
~hat allows the camera to be tipped sideways
mto the vertical position, and with both vertical an~ horizontal calibration is necessary.
The hOrIzontal or azimuth circle should be
divided into six equal segments of 60° each.
Mark one of these segments with an arrow to
indicate the central frame of the all-sky, your
starting pOint. The vertical altitude circle
should be marked off in increments of 5·
minimum (we use 3· increments), indicating
angles from 90° (horizon) to 0° (zenith). The
4So and 30° marks are especially important, as
most all-skies can be shot at or between these
angles. A built-in or separate level for leveling the tripod is a necessity.

First one has to position the camera in a
location that will look the most effective
and representative of the scene to be projected onto the dome. It is important to distance
the camera from objects such as trees buildi~s, boul~ers or anything that might'appear
disproportlonately large if photographed too
close to a wide-angle lens. Because six frames
will be taken in succession rotated around
360·, the major point of interest should be in
frame one. Align the first calibrated mark on
the tripod's horizontal axis to this point.
Before you begin leveling, look through the
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insure that once one has tilted the
vertically, the actual angle of the film
will be the same as that indicated on
pod's vertical calibration. The "standard"
tical tilton an
used to
although there are many circumstances
which a 35" or a 30° tilt are much pre~ferlred
the 4So tilt is used, the
be dropped as close to the
as
in order to include the foreground However
,
at this angle vertical objects of any
will not align correctly from frame to frame
when projected. Using a 30° or 3S" tilt seems
to correct this type of vertical criss-cross misalignment. Remember when
that the further back
the degree of
camera is tilted, the more pn)mjnE~nt
becomes at the
of each frame.
Before
the vertical tilt, determine
the correct
exposure for the scene.
light me1teri:n2:.)
Right from the be~~imlin.g,
tern for
that will have you
your sequence of six
clockwise or a counter-clockwise direction.
Once this direction is established, continue
to follow this pattern in your all-skies therein the frame
after. Because
use an
that will
be in sharp
achieve this. We normally set our aperture
fill or f/16, with the lens focused at
minimize camera vibration and for obtainthan usual exposures, use cable
for
stoDwatch is very
exposures.
So once the center of the first frame is
the
is leveled
the
fixed to the
camera is
the correct light exposure is aeterrninled.
the appropriate vertical
sky may now be taken.

As mentioned, the most
detail
should be in the center of the first frame.
building split between two frames can
tedious
work in the theater.
Vol.
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Ideally-in an outdoor situation under an
open sky-the subject would not come up
farther than one-third of the frame. Many
subjects can go half-way up in the frame;
irregular formations, such as mountains,
may look normal, while straight-line objects,
such as buildings, will appear to lean and
curve over the audience when projected.
Canopies and indoor all-skies are exempt
from this rule. When figures exceed the halfway mark, go ahead if you have the film to
experiment. Seeing the actual results on your
dome (if you've never seen it before) is
worth one all-sky. Besides, when you dupe,
the slides may be pulled down far enough in
the frame to make the difference.

light Metering
The light under which you photograph
can create a dramatic variation in how an
image appears when projected. Of course, we
would all prefer the ideal situation where the
main subject is well illuminated and the sun
can be positioned behind an object. But this
isn't as important as deciding what really
needs to be seen clearly. If one can determine
that, there's usually a way to achieve it. Once
that focal point is established, all other
details become relational to it.
For instance:
1) If the subject is not the sky, carefully
avoid the sky when taking the light readings.
2) Meter the main subject. If there are
strong variations in light, consider if an averaged reading will work, or if an average will
obscure important details.
3) Meter the 360·. If there's a difference of
4 f/stops or more, the darker areas may be
lost visually. Would a compromise with the
main subject be acceptable?
4) Set the camera aperture and shutter
speed manually, so that neither can vary
during the shoot. Left on automatic, the
results will be six distinctly non-blended
frames.
5) Shoot the all-sky to your best calculation, and then consider a bracketed set, especially in a far-off location. Do the Six-part
sequence as quickly as pOSSible, as outdoor
light conditions can change rapidly.
6) If you don't have enough film to
bracket, shoot at "normal." The exposure can
be altered during duping.
7) About the sun staring straight into the
lens-block it with a hat or hand and shoot;
there are ways of dealing with that later!

Films
Having used about every slide film on the
market, here are some recommendations. If
pOSSible, use professional film and an ASA of
25, 50, or 64; the results during slide duping
are worth it. While Kodachrome,
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Ektachrome and Agfachrome provide true
and beautiful colors, there is some loss of
color during projection. And since all-sky
wash-out is a major problem, take what measures are available. Fujichrome will punch up
the colors, but Velvia will saturate them.
Vel via was developed for hi-gloss commercial photographers who rely on heavy color
for impact. !t's perfect for planetarium use.
Not only will Velvia enliven and saturate
colors, but on that inevitable day when you
arrive on location under leaden skies, it will
put green back in the grass and a bit of "sunshine" where it wasn't. It will not perform
miracles, but it's the next best choice. A word
of caution. Velvia is a high contrast film;
dark shadows will record darker, and hot
spots spread farther than your eye can
detect. Ektachrome 64-X and Agfachrome
RS-Plus have been designed to compete with
Velvia. Give them all a try and don't forget
to pick up Tungsten film for your indoor allskies, where appropriate.

all-skies. We await your
ments and suggestions. Until next
loose and have fun!

There will be a new
exhibit hall as wen as many other amenities.
A complete description of the
facility will be the focus of a future
ment of "Countdown to 94." What
tant right now is that it will be
your inspection during the IPS C011fererlce.
By the way, if anyone needs an aU1torna1:ea
Spitz 512, 4O-ft dome and 85 seats,
a deal for you.

The most significant
rations made so far
IPS
conference
accommodating our international members.

Filters
Filters can solve many obnoxious problems. Here's a fundamental set to carry.
Polarizing Filter: This one's especially useful when you don't have Velvia It will saturate colors, particularly the blue sky.
Remember to rotate the filter for every
frame. Do not use a polarizer with Velvia;
dark colors and shadows turn black, detail is
lost.
+2 Graduated Blue Filter: Because metering
is generally done for subject matter, skies end
up almost white, which further complicates
things during projection. The high level of
incidental light bouncing around on the
dome will wash out the subject matter. This
filter addresses both problems. Metering
should not include the filter.
+1 Orange: Useful for stone (archaeoastronomy), orange sharpens details and saturates
stone colors especially under gray skies. You
may need to consider a Kodalith mask for
the sky, if its color becomes objectionable.
+2 Graduated Neutral Density: Check this
one out indoors if there are glaring overhead
spotlights. Ceiling details will probably be
lost if this filter is used Do not include the
spqtlights or filter in metering.
+2 or +4 Full Neutral Density: Going to a
location infested with tourists? This idea will
"remove" them provided that they are mov~
ing along and not standing in one place, and
that by using the filter and a high aperture
such as f/16, the shutter speed ends up 1minute or longer.
We hope that this first series of instructions gives everyone a basic idea of how to
go about photographing your own outdoor
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The most significant preparations made so
far for the IPS '94 conference relate accommodating our international members. A
major effort is being made to
multilingual support for the meeting wherever
possible. Everything from the translation of
registration forms to interpreters at the
tration desk are being considered. We are
also exploring a number of turloulg
which will allow planetarians With01Jt
currency, particularly those from
Soviet Union, the opportunity to
travel expenses paid. I am very oP"timlistic
that we will be successful with one
of our colleagues and we just
new faces at the '94
installment of "Countdown to 94" will be
devoted to this subject.

I hope this brief review of the '94 IPS conference has peaked your curiosity for
to come. IPS is your organization and the
biennial conference is your best ("wUV"\1",h,."it"
to explore the "world" of planel:ana.
plans now and I will see you in
1994.

l1li

l1li
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Custom Multi-Media

ntrol Systems
ScreenMaster & ScreenMaster P. C., VC-12 Video
and SMPTE Stepper, for total control of your media

Effects
Rotating Planets & Planet Chords, Meteor Showers,
Emulators, Scene Machines, All-Sky Sytems
Effects.

Show Kits
"Bear Tales and Other Grizzly Stories): ((Daughter ofthe

))

More exciting shows in production now.

Production Facilities
Original artwork by staff artist Joe Tucciarone.
using our in house recording studio and
'0

VisualEqu ment

Representing Major AIV Manufacturers:
Wiko Lamps, Panasonic, JVC, Tascam/Teac,

und 6- Ligh 'ng Design
Experienced, professional designers and
highest quality in your acoustic and

to ensure
on
enVIronment.

Laser Systems
Multi-color portable laser systems that produce high
graphics animation are available at affordable lease or leasel purchase rates

etarium aide, David S. F. Portree has dellJarted
ISU
a
writer/editor for a NASA SU!)Sl(llal~Y
The Lakeview Museum Planetarium
V"of'onth, had

Acker, repre~~nt<itive.
vatory.
The Indiana State
held
No report
tive

No

Undine Concannon, reIJlreS,en-

tive.

in Normal, IL
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st. Louis. This honor is bestowed on tho~
The next national
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m~~tj~

etaria will be held in Ferrara, October 8-9 and
will be dedicated to mobile planetariums.
AADP in association with the IPS Mobile
conductPlanetarium Network is
a census of .t.urolJeCllfl ..........ri·"h••,.., and also
proposes an October 1995 EUl:opean meetirl,g
Civici Musei de Scienze,

iVI;!l1"vl:::tl1li1 Science Center.
The theme for the
conference will be
to Basics.n Conference U~."UI6U""
ind ude an open house and SV!TIP,oSlum
NASA's Goddard
Center, a mission to Mars at the
Owens Challenger
Center, hands-on inflatable planetarium
'VY ... , the annual Margaret Nobel
Address and banquet, and a possible night at
the new Camden Yards ballpark. For information concerning the conference, contact
either Jim O'leary or Fred Stutz.
The Pittsburgh area has formed a new
regional planetarium group known as PAPA
(Pittsburgh Area Planetarium Association.)
The first meeting was held at the old Buhl
Planetarium on November 5th and the second meeting was held at the Fort Couch
Middle School Planetarium on January 13th.
Contact Holly Smeltzer at the Carnegie
Science Center Annex (old Buhl Planetarium) for additional information
....... J... "' •.•

NORDIC PLANETARIUM ASSOCIA ...
TION (NPA)
The 9th Nordic Planetarium Meeting was
held in Finland on August 14-16,1992.
The first day was organized as a Video
Workshop in Tampere with Timo Rahunen
and his colleagues at Tempereen Planetario
as coordinators. The second day was hosted
by Per Edvin Persson, Heureka Science Center and Ham Hietala, Verne Space Theater in
Vantaa. Nordic planetarians presented the
latest news from their institutions and had
the annual membership meeting with 22
Nordic planetariums in attendance.
The third day was spent with Sakard
Lehtinen and his colleagues at URSA, the
Finnish Amateur Astronomers Association.
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The newest Nordic major planetarium,
Stockholm's Cosmonova, landed, surrounded by light and smoke, as a spaceship from
Close Encounters of the Third Kind, on
October 13, 1992. Proud hosts were Cosmonova Director Kjell
and his staff.
the Premiere guests were
Swedish
and Queen as
as
Minister of Education
NPA
elected

Montana for use
the museum now does with its "' ....,...H'''"'
The U. S. Air Force ACciQemV Planet anum
in Colorado

No

No report. Ian Cameron, re[)r~ientative

MOUNTAIN PlANETARIUM
ASSOCIATION (RMPA)
The Taylor Planetarium at the Museum of
the Rockies in Bozeman, Montana has
recently received a grant award from the
NASA-funded Montana Space Grant Consortium to develop a program called uThe
Skywatchers." The program will examine the
history of human study of the heavens from
ancient observers to the Hubble
Telescope. The project includes funding to
develop a corollary Starlab program and
accompanying exercises and teacher workshQps. This is the third consecutive year that
Taylor has received funding for program
development from the Space Grant Consortium.
Director Jim Manning reports the Taylor
Planetarium is currently working on another
project funded by a grant by the Dwight D.
Eisenhower Science and Mathematics Act to
create a seasonal series of mixed
current-sky programs with a Native American context. This project also includes development of Starlab versions of the program
set, teacher workshops and an activities
guide using an American Indian context to
introduce topiCS in science and math.
Taylor is also the recent recipient of a V.
M. Slipher Fund grant to develop a "Traveling Telescopes" pilot project, which will send
small telescopes and related educational and
observing materials to schools around

de'llelonlru!'

program ideas and

als for the Center's p!anetarilW1rl,

education areas.
Michael Turner is now the DA<:lnt:~ldl:l u,m
and theater manager and
is now the Center's outreach worker.

Mark Sonntag (San Angelo) was
elected President of SWAP at the 1992 annual
conference in Alamogordo, New Mexico last
November. Other elected officials are:
Adams (Lake
- Vice President;
Wendi Elliott (Oklahoma City) - Newsletter
Editor; Jim Rusk
ry /Treasurer; Donna Pierce (Hjghlanld
IPS
Victoria Wi,rHT1'''I(:
Dixie Brooks
Joe
Guenter (Monticello) - Board of Directors.
Linda
SW AP Past President,
on
the Board
SWAP's pre~>tlgIOUS
for service and
in
tarium field was awarded to Don ..... ""a ... uu,
Noble Planetarium/OMNI at the
Museum of Science and
the Bent
year.

The laser display orld has beco
econo ical, c pact, easy-t -use and

I

laser Art Projector Air-Cooled-lAP-AC

Laser Art Beam Machine-LABM-AC/HP

Laser Art Proiector..AC/HP ~Declltl(:atIIOI1.S
~ State-of-the-Art Digital Laser Show Reproduction System
~ Full RGB Capability

~

Laser
30 watts laser power

can

"..,..,..0""'1'

up

~ Super Compact High-Technology Electro-Optical

Design
~ S-VHS and Laser Video Disc Storage of Laser Show

Data and Imagery
to

~ An expanding Video Disc library of Thousands of

Images, Effects, and Show Modules comes with each
system, accessible in real time

into any

~ Superior New Air-Cooled Technology gives Super

Brightness Comparable to Water-Cooled Systems
~ Laser Art Projector! AC comes with

150 milliwatt

Argon Laser and 20 milliwatt HE NE Laser Standard

in as little as 5
year

."' ........ "" . . "" . . . on all

C\lC1ra.n"lC

Scri

•

rlum

Alan Davenport
Planetarium, Wingate Hall
University of Maine
Orono, Maine 04469-0162
The results of the 1990 Eugenides Foundation Script Contest have been delayed, but
they are now out. Two prizes were awarded
A staff effort by Ken Fulton, Larry Miller and

Kris McCall of the Sudekum Planetarium in
Nashville, Tennessee took second purse with
liThe Light-Hearted Astronomer." Jim Manning of Taylor Planetarium in Bozeman,
Montana won top honors with his script
entitled "Voyages." Both of these exemplary
scripts will be featured in the Scriptorium
column this year, published in their entirety.
Regrettably, the biennial contest has encountered problems that resulted in it being
discontinued. I would appreciate hearing of
any other writing contests that might give
planetarians an opportunity to showcase
their talents.

liThe Light-Hearted Astronomer,"
tarium show based on Ken Fulton's
the same title, is repifin.ted
sion of the Sudekum Planetarium. That
ty holds the
so anyone U1i(~hi"HT
use or adapt any part of it should
mission from them.
It is a delightfully humorous int:rcxiu(:tioln
to star gazing.
melodrama
language make liThe
mer" entertaining as well as pra.cti ca1.
on, and see for vourseU.
1

THE LIGHT-HEARTED AS
©Copyright by The Sudekum
Written by Ken Fulton, Larry Miller, and
Based on the book by Ken
Visuals
sIow-sunset:-itars-shuffling feet)

Audio

slowly appear
Listen
(5 second break)
Listen closely .
(10 second break)
There really are things that go

in the

There are creatures of the night who lurk about
in the darkness,
the
crude light of Man
manipulating strange devices that
less
light from the bowl of
and
within
something warm, and
, and . . . alive 1
These creatures are normal human
but with the fall of
into something very
I know, because I am one of these creatures of
the night. One of the thousands,
millions. While much of the
, we
celebrate the night, embrace the darkness,
wide our light-thirsty eyes, and drink
the wine of starstuff!
Total darkness
I am out to get you • • • It's
me that I get you . • • to listen
the call of the night, . . • to look up, •
to become an astronomy enthusiast I am .
The Light-Hearted Astronomer.
Silhouette of narrator
on horizon liKen-Pan"
Title sl.
Credit slides

to

45 second music break (title and credit slides)
The very first astronomy enthusiast was none
other than a cave dweller born way, waaaaayyyyyy
back when . • • back before taxes, even.
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Unhhhhh sl.

Unhhhhh looks up

balloon by Unhhhhh's
head
balloon out; Unhhhhh
looks up still

Her name was Unhhhhh.
NOw, Unhhhhh was a looker in more ways than one,
she not only looked good--real good--to cave men,
but she also looked up and found the night sky
fascinating.
Unhhhhh couldn't have known, or cared less about
the dynamics of what was happening up there in
the heavens.
She couldn't even add one and one
at the time.
Staring at the night sky was simply a magical
experience, and it filled her with something
she couldn't explain.
. a sense of wonder.
Beautiful Unhhhhh had absolutely no inkling that
she'd just given birth to what is now our
world's oldest science. She heard and answered
the call of the night.
She became an astronomy
enthusiast.

Grog sl.
Fleg sl./Sag sl.
An sl .. /Asi sl.
Mov sl.

Unhhhhh begat Grog, and Grog begat keen-eyed
Fleg, and Fleg begat Sag, and Sag begat An, and
An begat Asi, and Asi begat Mov
. and they
were all astronomy enthusiasts.

Cave people
Xfade to
Silhouette of Galileo
w/telescope

Lucky for us there continued to be much
begatting until a descendant of Unhhhhh named
Galileo borrowed an idea from a Dutch
watchmaker and fabricated a crude telescope,
and the rest is history, more or less.
What on Earth are astronomy enthusiasts?

VARIOUS SLIDES
stars, stars/nebula
the Milky Way,
Rosette nebula
galaxies
star cluster
total solar eclipse,
black hole,
Orion Nebula,
people at telescope
slides of astronomy
enthusiasts

star party

An odd breed, for sure. They certainly develop
peculiar lusts.
Strange things get their
juices flowing--dismal points of light, dust-scattered photons, long-distance fluorescence,
a lovely rose in Monoceros, gargantuan
pinwheels, clusters of fire, darkness at noon,
holes that are impossible to see, stellar
nurseries where baby stars cuddle in the folds
of night, and quiet parties on starlit
mountain tops, just to name a few.
people who are interested in astronomy come in
all shapes, sizes, and ages. Some are fat.
Some are tall. Some are short.
Some are
small.
Some wear bras, and some do not.
Some
are highly intelligent, some middle-of-theroad, and some have a hard time spelling
Uintelligent".
Astronomy enthusiasts are, to put it mildly,
members of a motley crew.
But red or yellow,
black or white, the sky is precious in their
sights.
. And that's what makes them special.

Saturn sl.

Maybe you're not the scientific type.
Hey, it
don't matterl Nothing says. that you MUST
tackle complicated theories and formulae to
enjoy the night sky.
You don't have to be the
least bit curious about the composition of
Saturn's rings to be awestruck by their beauty.

TV watcher on couch

So lighten up! On the next clear night, tear
yourself away from the television and prepare
to spend some prime time with the real stars.

slides of astro
formulae

Ken-pan
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Anyone--and I mean anyone blessed with eyes
that see, may become an astronomy enthusiast
providing they are willing to cultivate a
The Planetarian
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to

dedication, willingness, and
truly SEE.
Friend, the opportunities, like the
are mind-boggling in their utter
but it all begins with the
0

a

In fact, your naked
are what you should
use first.
Enter
into that
Get to know the
first.
Prepare
cosmic encounter.
Even before going out under
out a good magazine rack.
come across one stocked
particular: Astronomy, and
These fine publications are
, educational
ional articles, astrophotos
your lower jaw, observing
s, and monthly star chart .

Astronomy cover
S & T cover
7 article sl.s
.s
2 sl.s of
chart

You'll want
close attention
charts.
Cons
them the road map
way around the jungle of stars
're ready to
outside
to the
star chart
so it will stay open

star

cartoon of
man
tie and

Is

f1ash1
prep
sequence sl s

Dress comfortably.
No
allowed.
You're gonna
who's gonna see?

heels or neck tie
the dark remember

Find a flashl
I've used the
suckers on several
law

star chart in

items seq

1

and mag on table

cartoon of man
to out-house sl.

Some other items
include a lawn
strength insect
other appropriate
Now you're almost ready
fantastic.
very important:
magazine on the
sensible people
potty.
endeavor
inside to
night vision.
Come to think of it, taking
the hook might not be a bad
NOW, let's go out into the
first serious date with the

panorama of
light-polluted
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When you
from your
, you
aware of one
Our
more and more polluted, not
chemicals, but also with
manmade
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Odd, that glaring light never bothered you
before, isn't it? Before you decided to become
an astronomy enthusiast, you probably didn't
even know your neighbor had a backyard
But now . . . now the thing is an intrusion on
your right to the pursuit of darkness.
Suddenly, you'll be entertaining thoughts of
building a solid cedar fence twenty-seven feet
high just to hide that confounded
But cedar ain't cheap, friend.
What's there to do, huh?
2 slides neighbor
offing light (Xfade
these in the pan.)

Start by asking your neighbor to kindly turn
off his light at a decent hour.
Explain why
you are making such a strange request.
You
just might kindle his curiosity and wind
with a partner in crime, so to speak.
If,
some chance, he doesn't want to cooperate,
him be.
Remember he's got that pit bull.
No
sense being a martyr.
to see
Observing near city light, you can
less than a thousand stars--and much
if
there is haze, smog, or the Moon is up. A
case of light pollution makes even the
brightest stars and planets difficult to see.
Does the prospect of seeing three to four
thousand more stars turn you on? Finel
not try doing what thousands of astronomy
enthusiasts do each cloudless weekend--hop into
the family chariot and head out into the wilds,
far from the city lights, to spend an
and rewarding evening with the infinite.

backyard pan off

You'll see something like this.

star distance graphic
sl.

Impressive, isn't it? Mind-boggling, too, when
you really get down and think about the
distances involved, and the time it takes much
of that light to get here,
along at
186,000 miles per second
Even at that
incredible speed,
from the nearest star
(except the sun)
around four
to
reach Earth.
And that's just the
the
lightberg. A lot of that
has
on its
way thousands, even millions of years •
Don't you agree that the wine of starstuff
deserves our
?

cardinal points
silhouette man facing
west sl. xfade to ..
silhouette man facing
west with arm pointing
north sl.

To get started, face
have
trouble deciding
is, go
outside and face the sun as it sets in the
west.
Now raise your
arm
out
from your side-that is north
Now turn
around and face north .
(20 second music break to rotate azimuth)

rotate azimuth N>S

pointer
star chart in red light
sl.
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Look for Polaris, the north star, which also
happens to be the star at the end of the handle
of the Little Dipper.
This is where the star
chart really comes in handy.
Star charts are
usually round with the north,
east, and
west horizons clearly marked.
facing north, hold the chart
the northern horizon at the bottom of
chart.
Compare the stars in your
with the
stars on the chart, and then look for Polaris.

The Planetarian
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Your next assignment, should you choose to
accept it, is to identify either of the easily
locatable constellations that play tag around
Polaris:
the Big Dipper or the UW" of
Cassiopeia.
Once you've located either of
these circumpolar constellations and compared
them to their counterparts on the star chart,
you'll be able to use it as a stepping stone to
other parts of the sky.
Let's turn around now and look toward the
southern part of the sky.
(45 second music break to rotate azimuth)

rotate azimuth S>N
INSERT CURRENT NIGHT SKY SEGMENT #1 HERE.
Just take your time and proceed in an orderly
fashion.
Learn to crawl before you try to walk
or run.
Keep at it.
Keep on keepin' on. Hopefully, in
only a short while, you'll feel more comfortable
about tripping the light fantastic.
Just relax, and let your spirits soar.
Put
everything else on the back burner for awhile,
and let your eyes take in the infinite.
Let the universe have her way with you .
Submit!
Ken-pan sl.

astro good news angel
sl.
astro bad news devil
sl.

7 starbeast slides

Eventually--probably before you're really
ready--you're going to fall head over heels in
love with the universe and want to see more of
what she's got to offer.
You are going to want
a closer look.
Well, I have some good news and some bad news.
The good news is: You've been deemed worthy to
answer the call of the night.
The bad news is:
You've got telescope feverl
Take my advice.
You're not ready for a
telescope, yet.
Trust me.
You are still a
tenderfoot.
Maybe you've passed crawling and
have even taken a few steps, but there are
dangers ahead in that jungle of stars, real
teethy beasties that will eat you up and spit
you out.

binoculars

Instead of buying a telescope, dust off that
pair of binoculars you haven't used since the
last football game and go back out under the
stars until the urge passes.

cartoon: man as
observing machine sl.

Oh, I can almost hear you thinking:
uBinocularsl
Is he kidding? Hey Coach!
I
want to do some heavy-duty observing.
I'm a
lean, mean observing machine!"
No you're not.

Galileo silhouette
with telescope sl.
man with binoculars sl.
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Not yet.

Be patient.

Anyway, binoculars are wonderful observing
tools.
In fact, everything that Mr. Galileo
discovered way back in 1610 could have been
discovered, and actually seen more clearly,
with just an average pair of binoculars.
And
unlike most astronomical telescopes, they serve
a right-side-up, wide field of view, that will
show literally thousands more stars.

The Planetarian
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accurate and affordable planetariums every
Minolta Planetariums offer:
REALISTIC SKIES Precise, high-quality Minolta precision multi-element coated
and sharpness. Plastic optics or pinholes are never used.
of the starry sky is guaranteed.

:nmr,loto IInnhC'tI·II ....t'Or!

RELIABILITY

The ultra-accurate gear-interlocked Sun, Moon, and Planet mechanism is constructed with the finest
components for ultimate durability and reliability. Solar system bodies automatically appear in the correct
position as the annual motion is run to a desired date. Critical planetary positions are repeatable at any
time. All projectors are designed to stand up to the heaviest use with minimal attention and maintenance.

UNSURPASSED
SERVICE

Minolta operates a complete U.S. service station in Ramsey, N.J. We offer fast service resulting in
minimal down time for you.

SELECTION

Minolta offers 9 different projectors for dome sizes from 6 to 25 meters. 3,000 to 30,000 stars can
be projected.

TURN-KEY OPERATION
When you purchase a Minolta planetarium you get more than a projector. We can supply a complete package including:
CD 10mm movie projection system .. Dome screens .. Sound systems .. Control systems
.. laser shows • Special effect projectors • Computer Software
The same innovative state-of-the-art capabilities and resources that has made Minolta a worldwide leader in the photographic, optical, electronic, and information handling fields have been utilized in the design, engineering, and production of its
planetarium equipment.
The true value of a product can be best gauged by the customers who purchase it. Minolta takes great pride in our reputation
for quality, reliability and service. We also take great pride in the fact that some of the most select customers worldwide use
Minolta planetariums.
For further information contact:
Minolfa Planetarium Department, 101 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 Phone (201) 818-3514

PLANETARIUMS
ONLY FROM THE MIND OF MINOLTA

MINOLTA

astro bad news devil
sl.

Is telescope fever beginning to
Just relax.
It will get worse.

you yet?

Listen closely .

slidestires, house paint,
electric knife,
coffee maker, TV set,
pillow and blanket
Xfade to
Department store
telescope.
3 verso of 4 sl.
J-U-N-K letters

DST in box sl.
slides of advertising
claims
blender

The pathway into astronomy's jungle most I
to destroy your new relationship with the
heavens is the much-traveled route to the
department store.
It's here, in the co~pany of
washing machines, radial tires, house paint,
slicers, dicers, and choppers that an object
can be had which causes even Galileo to
clockwise in his grave:
THE DEPARTMENT STORE TELESCOPE.
Translated into laymen's terms, that means
J-U-N-K • . junk.
The most common are
refractors that look impressive, but hide
optics that I firmly believe are made of
factory-rej~ct gelatin--and unflavorable at that.
Take my advice and steer clear of these
beasties like the plague. They may
attractive--but so do coral snakes.
rule of thumb here is:
If the
boldly brags of UHIGH POWER U or uses
like U1200X", drop it like a hot potato and
a blender two aisles down instead.
At least
you can do something useful with a blender.
Remember:
It's not how much a telescope
magnifies, but how well.
It's a matter of
quality and not quantity.
So what do you do?
good place to begin learning about te
are those astronomy magazines I mentioned
earlier. They're also supported by
of
advertisers hawking all manner of
, most
of which are nothing close to j
You won't
see department store telescopes here.
The
magazines protect their readers
accept ads from dealers and
offer inferior products.
A

Astronomy cover
S&T cover
7 sl.s of adverts.

slides of T-shirt
sizes
plain white T sl.
decorated Sudekum T sl.
wet paint T sl.
Ken pan

astro night creatures
sl.

10 astronomy enthusiast
sl.s
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The ads come in four basic sizes:
small,
medium, large, and
, just like Tshirts.
And just like T-shirts, some are
plain, some are tastefully decorated, and some
will make you want to heave your cookies.
Make up your mind not to let the ads
ss
you.
Don't be an ad zombie.
captain of your bank account
cautiously.
. ever so cautious
junk. Purge yourself of all the
Ignore all the adjectives.
Skim off
the ad
fat; then devour the fine
for dessert.
But before you buy any scope, test drive it, if
you can, or visit a local astronomy club or
star party. Meeting other creatures of the
night, like yourself, could prove most
rewarding, and educational.
There are millions of us out there; shuffl
around in the dark and bumping into each
every clear night, or guzzling gallons of
coffee on cloudy nights at astronomy club
meetings.
. or sitting here in the
planetarium with you right now!
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Hey, if you need some advice, seek us out. We
won't bite you on the neck or
But
we'll be more than
to share our
of
the universe, show
f our telescopes, and
throw in some really hilarious astronomy
stories as optional extras.

Dracula sl.

couple with back yard
telescope sl.

But for now, let's
have
your first telescope, and
now it's set
in your own backyard, and you're
boogey.
Get
for a rude
for the average tenderfoot,
first look
through their new telescope delivers a
deal less than expected.
Yeah, you
I said LESS.
Why?
S
because most first-time observers have
preconceived notions of what
will see,
based on photographs of the celestial
in

Orion nebula sl.

Take the Great Nebula in Orion, for instance.
Awesome isn't she? There's no doubt, this
lovely star lady has a
hairdo, and she
photographs so well.
She's astronomy's
centerfold, for sure.
what
will
when you first look at her
telescope will look
This
a long exposure
professional astronomer
equipment on

Orion nebula thru
small telescope sl.

As

the telescope view over the
could every capture the
all that starfog.
You

just have to see it.
But I'd almost bet
be disappointed the

'11

time you

at her

That's because you have not yet learned to SEE
Orion Nebula, first go to
and
an egg

egg sl.

Just trust me
I
sounded weird when
I first heard it, too.
So did the guy who
heard it
before he told me.
egg-drawing seq.
sl.s

No matter .
a soft-lead
just draw an egg
Every egg has its own
own personal
, however subtle.
Keep
at your egg until you
to see its •
All you have to do
take the
time and trouble to learn to SEE it
view

Voyager's

sl.

and moons
small tele. sl.
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and
ball of
and think:
all that
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taken
When
but a
'11 shrug
cow, I've
. for this?"

SPITZ, INC.

State-of-the-art systems for education,
entertainment and training. Spitz, Inc., a fullservice company providing hardware, software,
solutions and support to the planetarium and
Space Theatre community since1945.
SPITZ, INC., P.O. Box 198, Route 1, Chadds Ford, PA 19317 USA

TEL: (215) 459-5200

Don't panic.
Don't get depressed. And don't
get on the phone and start screaming
obscenities at they guy who sold you the
instrument.
Just calm down.
Keep observing, and be patient.
Keep on
keepin' on until that precious moment when the
atmosphere stops bubbling and.
• what was
that? Did you see something more?
fuzzy Jupiter sfx

Good1
Keep looking.
keep looking.

Remember the egg, and

Jupiter and the atmosphere will tease you. But
every now and then, the giant planet will grab
an opportunity to strut its stuff. And you
will see cloud bands.
You will see colors.
You will see detail, maybe even the infamous
Great Red Spot, a very old storm on Jupiter,
bigger than the Earth itself.
Neat, huh? Cherish these moments.
You may
observe for the rest of your life, but you will
never forget these first times when you
actually begin to see ... to really SEE.
Ken pan
slide sequencesaturn
Moon
Globular cluster
galaxies, open cluster, comet
nebula

And this is just the beginning, my friend.
There's so much to see, and so little time.
There's Saturn and its rings, the magnificent
desolation of our own moon, globular clusters,
galaxies, double stars, open clusters, comets,
asteroids, nebulae, variable stars.
. a
universe of infinite splendor is yours for the
taking.
Billions and billions and BILLIONS of
places to visit, and you can do it from your
own backyard, or a nearby park, or your
grandpa's farm, or a remote mountain top.
anyplace that offers an uncluttered view of the
sky.
But remember, amateur astronomy doesn't promise
you a rose garden.
It doesn't promise you fame
and fortune.
All it promises is a chance to
travel from one end of the universe to the
other in a single night:
a magical, marvelous,
sight-seeing adventure available to anyone who
is not afraid to lighten up, look up, and learn
to SEE.
The universe doesn't suffer a sense of obligation
to any mortal.
Remember that.
She is there. She
is awesome.
She allows herself to be observed, but
she does not demand or need our attention.
For all those who strive to embrace her
majesty, however, she will, with time, grant
certain favors.
There will be times when she
will smile down upon you and whisper special
secrets which only you will understand.
That's her way of saying, UI appreciate your
caring."
That, my friend,
you STARSTUFFI

is when all your work gains

Slow starspin

* * * END * * *
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SEASONAL INSERTS FOR THE LIGHTHEARTED ASTRONOMER
WINTER

Many of the
the winter sky.

11

INSERT

stars are visible in

High in the south you shouldn't have any
trouble finding Orion-the hunter.
The
stars Betelgeuse ... and Bellatrix ... form
his shoulders
I •... and
are in
his
These three stars in a row are
his belt
and hanging from his belt you
can make out the stars that form Orion's
sword ..• Betelgeuse is the biggest star
that we can see with the naked eye from
here on Earth.
You could line up 520 suns,
side by side across this giant red star.
Orion is the Roman name for this constellation.
The ancient Egyptians saw Osiris,
their god of the underworld.
Native
Americans called him Longsash, a brave
Indian warrior.
If you draw a line through the three stars
of Orion's belt, and down in this direction
. it
s to Sirius, in the constellation of Canis Major - the big dog.
Sirius
is the brightest star in the skies of
Earth.
If you draw a line through the three stars
in Orion's belt in the opposite direction
you run into another br
red starAldebaran-the eye of Taurus, the bull.
group is Taurus's face .•
the ends of the UV" you
of Taurus's horns.
Taurus is a member of the zodiac, the constellations that lie along the path of the
sun
the stars, the line that
astronomers call the ecl
ic.

WINTER

INSERT

I

space are travel
together.
Turn your binoculars
Before Galileo, many
this foggy band of I
sky was actually a stream
heavenly cow! What Ga i
will see.
The Milky Way
of individual stars too
with the unaided eye
lions of them!
(That'

SPRING

High overhead is
the lion
Leo
mark
Regulus as the dot
backward question mark
and mane of the
heart, and the
mark is supposed
lion ...

Notice
toward the

Bootes is
bent side.
ame line
cons tell
is haped

south to
champagne glass

SP

This small group of stars •.• represents
the shoulder of Taurus - the bull, and it's
known as the Pleiades, or the seven sisters.
But when you examine this area with

S

Unfortunately, there aren t many
stars in the spr
sky

2

Find the middle star in Orion's sword.
Actually this is not a star at all.
Through your binoculars you should just be
able to make out the fact that this looks
like a cloud in space.
Astronomers call
such clouds nebulae.
Such stellar nurseries are the birth places of stars.
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binoculars, you I be able to
stars - as many as
This is a

I

G

T

"double stars".
near each other
sight, while others
central
In the handle of the
stars Mizar and Alcor
both with the naked
your binoculars.
You wil
is itself a double star.
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Behind Leo is the small constellation of
Coma Berenices ... Look at this area of the
sky, and also the area of Virgo ... with
your binoculars. Many of the faint objects
you can see are actually whole galaxies of
stars-billions of stars in each tiny faint
dot.

cow! What Galileo
will see. The Milky Way is
of individual stars too faint
with the unaided eye.
Billions,
lions of them!
(That's called a

FALL
SUMMER

INSERT

i

1

There are many bright stars in the summer
sky.
Three of the brightest stars, high overhead, form an asterism known as the Msummer's
" ... An asterism is a pattern of stars that many people recognize,
but is not one of the SS Mofficial constellations.
Once you have located these
three stars, you have already found three
different constellations.
N

Vega is in the constellation of Lyra--the
Harp.
Lyra is shaped like a small triangle
and a parallelogram.
The second star in the triangle is Altair,
and marks the red eye of Aquila--the Eagle.
Aquila is shaped like a tall, skinny NT".
The third star is named Deneb, and forms
the tail of Cygnus--the swan.
Here's the
swan's body ... with his long neck stretching all the way to the star named Alberio,
which means head ... One wing stretches out
in this direction ..• , and the other in
this direction.
You could also imagine a
large airplane flying toward the south.
If you follow the direction that the airplane is flying ••. far to the south, you
find a bright star that is distinctly reddish in color.
This star is named Antares,
and marks the heart of Scorpius--the scorpion.
This NO" shaped group is the head of
the scorpion ... with his body ..• and his
tail curving over his back ending in a
stinger.
scorpius is one of the members of the zodiac, the constellations that lie along the
path of the sun against the stars, a line
that astronomers call the ecliptic.

SUMMER INSBRT

12

Scan the sky in the area of Cygnus with
your binoculars. This area contains some
of the Mi
Way's richest star clouds.
Before Galileo, many old wives claimed that
this foggy band of light arching across the
sky was actually a stream of milk from a
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INSERT

11

Unfortunately, there aren't
stars in the Autumn skies.
finding your way around the
time of year is this large
group, high overhead ..• the
of Pegasus--the
horse.
look much like a horse,
wise, until you add the horse's
head .•• and the two front
can see that Pegasus
an upside-down horse
The star at the northeast corner of
is named Alpheratz, which comes from
Arabic phrase meaning 'the navel of
is a star
horse' - Yep, there
named bellybutton!
From Alpheratz two lines of stars curve
toward the northeast ... this is the
stellation of Andromeda--the
Here's another constellation that doesn
look much like what it's
to
The Princess actual
looks more like
back end of the horse.
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On a
, clear, dark
you
able to make out a faint, fuzzy
light just to the north of Andromeda
This is the
twin sister
This vast
so far away that when you go
backyard and look up at that faint
light in the
, you're
two million years into the past!
light that you see travels at the
ble
of lS6,OOO miles each and
second!
The
from the Andromeda
traveled two million years
reached your eyes
it the farthest
you can see with your unaided
Once you've located this faint
with your naked eyes, try
binoculars.
You still won't be
make out any details
still be
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persistence of

LASER FANTASY INTERNATIONAL
1721 132NO AVE NE BELLEVUE, WA 88005-2224 USA
[206J 881-5356 fax [206J B83-7169

sent me some more information about sinhe has used and
slide
mended in the past. The
of
mar, Inc. (1263-B Rand Road, Des
60016-3402 USA) wrote Scott to

v~1I'vjlnCJ amounts
technical
available at each location. We used a tape deck and one slide proand it was very effective. W()rk:5h(J~p
participants felt that
would stop the
show at natural break
some
activities with no
Iem at all. A Vaseline sandwich made with
sheets of acetate (with a smear in the middle)
served to show the nebulae
to
move. Other similar 41low tech" devices can
be utilized to add razzle dazzle if you wish.

Speaking of varying amounts of technology used in small planetariums, Scott Niskach
(Science Works, 400 Hanes Mill Road,
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 27105 USA)

presenter at our region.al
conferences. The new Starlab
Directorv can
you to find these
(Write to Leclrning
Walden Street, camt>r1Clge,
In this way we can
information and
assistance to aU sectors of the DlallletaI'lwn
community. Try it and let me know how it
works. I plan to organize this kind of format
for the spring MAPS conference and entice
an conference attendees to enter an inflatable (maybe for the first time). I'll let you
know if I experience success I

teachers saw sanrlpl1e5
a list of materials in
love to get copy
teachers are so excited! Thank
Ann
(8300

Road, Milwaukee, WI 53217 USA). She teaches
in a fixed
part time and
teacher inservices in a Starlab. An elemenschool
Milwaukee owns this Starlab
another Starlab in a
school.

Stadab program is SD(JflSon!d

Their
Blockbuster

Video!

A call was also received from Bert Ballan-
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"Do you have a method to evaluate how
effective your planetarium is in helping kids
to like science? I hated science since I took
earth science and all we did was read out of a
book."
This question and comment surprised me.
The gentleman who asked it was from my
school district's Public Affairs office. He had
called me and asked if he and a photogracould come take some pictures of kids
"doing something" in the planetarium for a
parent newsletter. I agreed to meet him
shortly before a class was to arrive so we
could discuss light levels, etc. That question
was the first thing he said after introducing
himself.
He followed it with 1/ Your planetarium
has been here since 1970. What makes you
think it's still a useful educational tool in the
90's?/1
Wow! What I thought was a great "photo
opportunity" for my facility was putting me
on the spot! I mumbled through some weak
replies, and successfully
the subject
to
levels, etc.
I wanted to dismiss the incident from my
mind as unsolvable; I don't have an "evaluation instrument" in
to see how the
platnetaI'lwm is doing. Besides, research results
on the effectiveness of planetariums is
mixed, at best. But the conversation stayed
in my mind until I could sort out my answer,
not to Mr. Richmond Public Schools, but to
myself.
SOIne1:hIIl,g happened the next day to help
me arrive at an answer. A class showed up
which was "wild;" their teacher could not
control them. I would not even let them into
the building, but we worked out something:
the teacher kept the "worst ones" on the bus
and I took the rest, with some apprehension,
with me to the planetarium.
In a few moments, they settled down and
we had a good lesson. In the midst of the
chaotic atmosphere which most probably
attends this class every day at school, I had
managed to salvage a few nuggets of genuine
interest. Is that worth orv•. AA~''''.• '''l''>'
Teachers tell me that
are often surprised when certain students participate in a
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planetarium lesson. "He's
one of my
worst ones. I didn't know he knew
about that,1/
say. Is that the
answer?
All planetarium lessons are
teachers are not made to come. Yet almost
every eligible grade in every school
pates. Is that important?
Teachers tell me how much they learn at
my planetarium lessons. Is that worth something?
I've decided that it's OK to have someone
show up unexpectedly to challenge the
validity of your planetarium. If someone like
Mr. Richmond Public Schools comes again, I
may still mumble through some platitudes
for his benefit. But I think I know the answer.
Actually, I feel it rather than know it. I am
"doing something," something that evaluative instruments don't show. I don't know
what to call it, but it's kept
all these
years!

The speaker was Dr. Harry van der Laan,
Director General of the European Southern
Observatory (he is not a
Here
are some of his observations:
• "I have been here all
your meetings and I have discovered that
you can tell a planetarian, but you can't tell
him much!"
• He admonished planetarians to go easy
on the "hard-core cosmography", Le. too
much emphasis on the violence in the uniin
verse with lots of flashes and
tarium shows. liThe art is in the modification; you wouldn't be here if you weren't
interested in the subtlety".
o As he pressed a red button on the
remote slide advancer:
the red button is not as dangerous as it used to be."
• As for the European Southern Observatory: "[it exhibits] astronomical
which is good for the first million
years
but not
in the last 15 meters."
• A warning for IPS: "There is a Chinese
word for critical
or 'mild crisis.' The
Chinese character is made of two other characters: danger/opportunity. Most v .. I', ...............
tions, after 20 years, will either rus;appe.ar
accept a new challenge." [Note: IPS is 20 years
old.l
concE~rnmg the location of the obserto
vatory (Santiago, Chile): "A fantastic
do astronomy, not a fantastic place to do
anything else." And: "Since the Dutch like to
flatten everything, they have been hired to
flatten the mountains to build the observatory
"
CI
Concerning competition between
observatories worldwide: lilt's not like com-
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merce, where you want
fail. It's like tennis; the
them!"
"Planetari urns
conscious that
are
mic consciousness and should
informati ve interaction."
A note

um and seven
I was sh(>C.i.<,ea,

ever faced the possibility
you love so
you can uJU....l'Iu.'"
stressful this situation can be.
After a benefactor made a "'VJLAU'OJ"'''"'''~A
the
there was '-u....,u". . . A""A~"AA/")
to retain the artist to continue pr()(11.1ctllon
an income pr()QlJClng
dep1artlnerlt, but
to save my
so at the
1991, my
as Assistant Plame~tal:iu]m
Director was eliminated I have no ...
·~~A. y
c011ct:~miing the decision because it
for the planetarl1J1l1.
u .....
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The Difference is Astronomical.
Travel through time and space in three
dimensions. See the effects of movement on
star positions. Get a viewpoint from anywhere
within a universe of 400 parsecs.
Presenting DIGISTAR~ the world's first fully
digital planetarium system.
DIGISTAR uses computer graphics technology
to display in real time any image consisting of
lines, points and alphanumerics - including
complex chemical or molecular models, as
shown above. Unlike mechanical systems,
virtually every astronomical structure, space

object, special effect and graphic art can be
prOjected.
Since virtually all systems are compatible,
users can share special effects and programs
through the DIGISTAR Users Network.
That means your DIGISTAR library can be
expanded for just tape and postage costs.
For more information on the planetarium
system that makes an astronomical difference,
contact: Evans & Sutherland, Jeri Panek,
DIGISTAR Sales Manager, 600 Komas Dr., Salt
Lake City, Utah 84108, Tel: (801) 582-5847

EVANS & SUTHERLAND
DIGISTAR@ is a trademark of Evans & Sutherland Computer Corporation

